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THE RELATION OF CHRONIC ILLNESS TO INDUSTRY 
SliMM ... t\RY 
In the title of this study the words, "Chronic Illness, 11 
require special explanation • .A chronic disease is one.that has 
recurring symptoms or attacks. These chronic disorders appear 
as warning signs and indicate a gradual, breaking-down process 
which culminates in death. Examples of chronic illnesses are 
diseases of the heart, tuberculosis, apoplexy, cancer and chronic 
nephritis. Contrasted with the chronic classification are casu;-
,.- -. 
al illnesses in which one has an acute attack followed by a com-~ 
·plete recovery from that particular disease. The latter group 
is of interest here only in so far as it might mean a weakening 
of some organ causing a chronic impairment to set in~ Diseases 
of a chronic nature cons·tituted the first six causes of dea.th 
in 1925. Many of the defects and diseases among industrial 
workers are types that lead to chronic ailments. This shows 
that a study of chronic illness is of first-rate importance. 
The health of industrial workers is at a. disadvantage 
when compared to other occlll!pational groups. Effects of indus-
trial exposure are suggested by Metropolitan Life Insurance 
statistics as the mortality rates of industrial males are from 
-2-
one and one-half to double the rates of ordinary males. 
In this _machine age industr;~r is primar-ily interested in 
the elimination of waste. It demands the highest efficiency 
from its. workers but wears them out and casts them aside at an 
early age. 
In order to ascertain the situation in a particular indus-
trial community and to use the information as a check on general 
statements, Brockton was chosen as a field of investigation.-. 
First, statistics were gathered showing the extent of chronic 
illness in the community, and t:ii~ ti~e lost from work by workers. 
Later, an industrial survey-was made. 
The main lines of inquiry were: 
l. What are business~ leaders doing __ to offset the 
destructive forces of illness? 
2. What are the total facilities in the hands of 
the worker to keep his body in fit condition 
for his job? 
3. What is the treatment accorded the incapaci-
tated man who has reached his unproductive· 
years? 
In Brockton over ten per cent of the population has a 
chronic ailment. Table III shows a rapid increase in chronics 
during middle life and old age. There is a high correlation be-
tween decrease or lack of earning power and chronic illness. 
Illness means not only a decline in income but an increase of 
expend.i ture because of medical care. 
The largest part of the cost of sickness falls directly on 
the individual. Sickness is uncertain and of an emergency 
character. Savings are but a 11 drop in the bucketu when they 
come in contact with a chronic ailment.. A high standard of 
living, low wages, inadequate savings, unemployment, and time 
lost through sickness are some of the factors in an economic 
environment where the worker, through no fault of his own, 
must either accept medical charity or shackle himself with debt. 
The incapacitated, old person is either dependent on the young-
er generation or, if without family ties, a candidate for the 
almshouse. 
A section is given to the discussion of what Brockton em;_ 
:players are.-or are no:t· doi11g to :preserve the health of their 
em:plo;ees during thei-r pr·o-auctive years. Attention is called 
to--~he lack of ~rrangem~nts for worn~~ut employees who have 
. reic:he;- the_~; ~pr-oduqtive~-~ears'..-~ Medical service, nursing, 
hospitalization, group insurance, mutual aid, and :pensions are 
subdivisions in the --industrial :phase. 
Private agencies help to distribute the costs of illness 
through the trade unions, fraternal orders, lodges, :private 
insurance companies and social organizations. The latter give 
support to hospitals, dispensaries, clinics, and the visiting 
nurses' association. 
Health concli tions in general are aided through State 
legislation and the Public Health Service of State and City .. 
State and county hospital and municipal clinics are giving an 
ever-increasing amount of service free of charge. 
The chief value of the study lies in the confirmation of 
the idea that the :present system of care for the sick, :partie-
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ularly the old, chronic sick, is most inadequate and that a 
readjustment is most necessary. A direct .system of industrial, 
medical care with auxiliary aids of private health insurance 
and pensions could never be entir~ly adequate or satisfactory. 
The duty of industry in regard to sick~ess lies in the pre-
ventative field. 
The problem is a social as well as an industrial or 
economic one. The solution must come through a combination of 
private and public ·facilities. T~e trends in medical service 
are toward organized health_centers with a development of the 
pay clinic for. the perf3l:>n of :moderate means. A decrease in 
ward patients and an increase of semi-private patients, with a 
· sliding scale of deferred payments, would mean a new and more 
' . 
effective hospital admini·stration. 
Advant~ges- would: accrue to employees :j_f employers 
sponsored state health insurance. rather than .private group in-
suran:ce. 
The general class of dependents over sixty-five years of 
age can be cared for only :by a non-c_ontrib'utory, general pension 
plan. Service and attention as well as financial aid should be 
given the s;ick. The law should be framed by experts in a 
flexible way in order that the chronic sick may receive at last 
adequate treatment. All citizens would have to carry their 
share of the burden through taxation. 
-5-
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION--S~URCES OF DATA 
During the summer of 192·9, the Massachusetts· State 
Department of Public Health made a survey of chronic illness 
in Brockton, Massachusettes. This· field was chos.en as re:pre-
sentative of an industrial :population. . The data were collected 
by a house to house vis·itation in all sections· of the city. 
Out of a popula.tion of approximately 66,000, records of 2~7·, 440 
individuals were made. The most important chronic diseases 
discussed were heart disease, nephritis·, diabetes, arteria-
sclerosis, rheumatism, apoplexy and cancer although a record of 
all types of chronic illnesses was maa:e. -
From the figures· collected the following staticstics 
based on the past year are included in this paper: 
I. The rate of male, .female, and total wage-earners 
suffering from chronic illness. 
2·. The rate :per thousand according to age groups of 
male, female, and total non-wage-earners suffering 
from chronic illness. 
3. The average duration of time lost in months during 
the past year of males, females, and total individ-
uals who lost time from chronic disease. 
4. The percentage of individuals with chronic disease 
who JLost no time during the past year. 
No attempt is made to consider any of the variables affecting 
v 
--.j 
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these rates such as nationality, economic statust occupation, 
environn1ent, or any of the other factors that·would have to 
enter into the interpretation of a complete analysis of these 
statistics. These rates are used in this study s,imply to give 
a definite idea of the importance of the problem and to snow 
the extent to which the population as a whole and the wage-
earners in particular are affected by ailments for which there 
is no known cure. 
During the months of October and Nov·ember of 1929, an 
industrial survey was made in the same field by the writer 
who also had participated in the field work of the chronic 
disease survey. Interviews were had with the general or per-
so:nnel managers and those holding health positions in 14 
s·eparate concerns employii_lg an aggrega"t~ total of about 9700 
people. In round--numbers, 12-,000 wage."!'earners -of :Brockton are 
engaged in manufacturing work in their o~rn city; therefore, the 
industrial condi tion·s re-fe·rred to :Ln th-i"s paper· would apply to 
a.bout 80 per cent of th~ -peopl-~ employ-ed in manufacturing con-
cerns in :Brockton. 
The attitude of employer toward employee was noted and 
inquiries made as to the extent of personnel work in the va-
rious factories. Special emphasis was exerted to ascertain: 
first, what the employer was doing to share the burden of 
chronic illness; and second, if the employer had any pro-
visions for the older employee as: he outlives his usefulness. 
For the analysis of the first point, all health facilities, or 
--•.. 
..,...----
-
~ 
- -:,c-;~_;.-·;;..'j"j~;r-"'<-":'---'"'-~{'·· -·: 
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lack of them, were noted and forms of mutual aid and group 
I 
insurance were studied. On the closely connected second 
problem of the old _employee, age limits in hiring and re-
leasing, pension funds, and wages were of utmost importance. 
All statements made by executives were general rather than 
· $pecific and have to be taken at their face value. 
WAGE-EARNING POPULATION SURVEYED 
IN FOURTEEN ESTABLISBNmThTTS 
Number of Number in 
].J"staoli slunen t Exec·utive arid Fac:tory 
Office Workers 
A 400 3620 
'~~~~ 
B 550 1350 
-
...,_____ 
c. 75 112"5 
D 40 585 
E 2"5 375 
F 20 340 
G 25 275 
H 20 230 
I 25 2"25 
.J 20 205 
K 20 180 
L IO 185 
M 10 140 
N 10 115 
Total. 750 B950 
The 9700 people employed in the selected 
Total. 
4020 
1400 
1200 
62"5 
400 
360 
300 
250 
. 2"50 
225 
200 
195 
150 
125 
9700 
factories 
represent about 80 per· cent of the individuals employed in 
manufacturing plants in Brockton. 
The questions asked in each place are given below in 
reduced, skeleton form. 
1. What are your health facilities· for employees? 
2. Rave you any form of mutual aid or group insurance? 
Does the latter affect the age limit? 
3. Rave you any records of absence due to illness? 
4. What are your records on chronic or occupational 
illness?' 
5. What is your age .limit in hiring older people? 
6. In the slack season are release_s made from the 
oldest or newest empl~yees? 
7. Are older: wor.kers kept on the same j'ob or shifted? 
8. Rave you any :form of_pf}nsio:r;t f}!Jld? ~~-
llf.DUSTRIAL BACKGROUND. 
A few general conditions prevailing in the City of 
Brookton must be taken into consideration to obtain the true 
persp-ective of the situation in the fourteen industrial plants. 
Brockton is almost exclusively a shoe manufacturing city 
as it has some fifty shoe factories with an average yearly 
output of $100,000,000 and four last factories making more 
~ 
than 1,000,000 pairs of lasts annually. Minor plants manu-
facturing by-products turn out lasts, patterns, trimmings, 
machinery, tools, blackings, and-stains. Industries are 
largely home-owned. 'I'he factor of residence has; influenced 
industrial leaders to help in:: the d.evelopmen t of the city as 
------------------------~-----------------------------------
l. Reuort of Brockton Ch!=lm::l:::...-1••• ..... , n n. ("'\ ~- -- - -. 
-- r 
a. place in which to live as well as to do business. Among 
the population of approximately 66,000 is- found a skilled, 
high-grade, unioniz;ed labor market composed of a mixture of 
native-oorn and foreign individuals. 
-=~...;.-·-
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CHAPTER II 
CHARACTERISTICS. OF AMERICAN INDUSTRIALISM 
In order to-understand the relationship between chronic 
illness and business, one must have in mind the mass produc-
tion and specialization which are the dominant characteristics 
of American industrialism. In the com~etitive strife for 
lower cost of production, efficiency is the ground upon which 
every business stands or falls. The utmost efficiency is 
demanded from labor. The speed of the worker in his routine 
job must synchroniz-e with the speed of the machine. All down 
the line t!J.e sp:eed must never slacken. To work at his top-
notch pac~, the laborer must oe well; when illness arises, 
there is a vast economic waste. The good manager is interested 
intensely in the elimination of waste; and he realizes that 
if sickness of the productive laoor force could be reduced, 
there would follow· a more economical method of perpetuating 
his particular industry. 
Sickness is admittedly a drag on the efficiency of 
"business; out conversely, it is necessary to point out that 
modern machine industry with its components of specialization 
and speed, is a direct drag on health. Speed means a con-
-ll-
tinued strain under which the physical and nervous system 
breaks. It is a well-known fact that the factory wears out 
its workers. with great rapidity; middle age is old age. The 
average s.:pan of life in the United States has increased from 
40 years in 1855 to 58 years at the :present time.. The 
severer status of the industrial worker is apparent, however, 
when at the age of 20 his expectation of life is 42 years 
while a worker in the non-industrial group has an additional 
,,l 
seven years or may expect to attain the age of 69. 
The machine age demands the vigorous, the adaptaole, 
~-.··and~ __ :_thealert of mind. ']his demand is adequately met from 
·~·the surplU;s that is on hand due to the partial replacement of 
-~ . 
men oy m~chines.-
~- The youth starts his work fresh, strong, and well; but 
the exactions of the machine have doomed his productive span 
to end years sooner than that of his father or grandfather. 
As the years increase, disabilities multiply, chance of ac-
cidents grows, and ailments develop. In ma..ny cases these 
disabilities are directly resultant from the work. With the 
development of inaccuracies or loss of agility, it is not 
long before replacement occurs. A man may not oe suffering 
from complete incapacity or feebleness, but he is more than 
likely to have chronic symptoms from which there is no com-
:plete recovery. 
The older man 1 s situation is serious when it is con-
s.idered that he has los.t his ability to cope with the com-
---
mmm 
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petitive conditions of the highly developed machine industry. 
Skill and experience were formerly assets developed through 
long service but even these have been snatched away by the 
minu~e s~ecialization of tasks. A release literally means 
that he is relegated to the scrap-heap. Dependency ensues. 
This dependency is caused largely by the incapacitating ills 
of a worn-out body. Complete or partial dependency cases 
rise to high figures. Abraham Epstein, Secretary of the Com-
mittee on Old Age Security, estimates that one out of three 
faces a helpless old age.l 
It is startling to think that the unproductive years of 
the- industrial laborer are much longer than those of a man 
employed in the agricultural or professional fields. In 
spite of this disadyantage- the- drift_ in employment is con-
- -~~ 
stantly _toward manufacturing and meohanic~l pursuits rather 
than the agricultural. 
Yet although the unproduct-iv~::_year~ of the industrial 
worlcer are longer than those Of the non-industrial ma.n, the 
actual years of his life are shorter. A comparison of the 
mortality rates in the next chapter will show that while the 
human body is subject in all spheres to a wearing-out process 
and its accompanying ills, the inherent characteristics of 
our industrial age are intensifying the process. 
In order to support the foregoing general statements re-
garding the disadvantageous condition of the industrial class, 
s~ecific information will follow under these various 
----------- -------------------------------------------------
~ l. ""The Challenge of the Agedn Abraham Epstein Page 52 
~ 
'--
-, 
-
"-
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headings:-
1. The extent of chronic illness among wage-earners 
and non-wage-earners. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
When does an impa:i,rment of earning capacity take 
place? 
A comparison of mortality ra,tes of various classes·. 
Commonest diseases causing death are in large pro-
portion preceded by chronic suffering. 
The cost of illriess to the peol)le of the United 
States. 
An estimate of the extent to which that cos.t is 
distributed. 
- EXTENT OF CHRONIC ILLNESS' IN BROOKTON 
The estimate for the degree of chronic illness among an 
indus.trial population is based on the figures for the Oi ty of 
Brockton. 
Tagle III is a tabulation by sexes of the number of wage-
earners with chronic sickness in each age-group. This table 
clearly indicates the decided drop in the number of female 
wage-earners after forty. 
Table III-A shows the rate of wage-earners sick per 
thousand. This rate is found by dividing the sick wage-earners 
by the total population of wage-earners. 
From forty years onward the ages are divided by five-
year groups showing the rapid increase in chronic sufferers; 
during middle life and old age. The average total number of 
wage-earners with chronic illnesses is 70.5 per thousand; the 
males showing 74.2: sick per thousand and the females., 61.6 
sick per thousand. 
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Tab I.e III 
Age Total Population of Sick Wage~Earners 
Wage-Earners; 
Male Fe:wa;le ,T·otal ME!.Ie Remale Total 
0-20 586 491. 
-- ~-
1077 5 5 10 
2:0-40 3.452: ··~].879. .~ 53.31 117 61 178 
40-44 931 290 1221 c5~{ 18 70 
45-49 850 203 1053 56 26 82 
50-54 704 169 873 89 25 114 
. 55-59 581 119 700 73 21 94 
60-64 428 85 513 86 17 103 
65-69 2'74 42" 316 65 15 80 
70-74 1.42 20 162' 36 11 47 
75-79 38 10 48 13 4 17 
80 up 10 I 11 3 I 4 
Unknown 14 I 15 0. 0 0 
---
Total BOlO 3310 ll320 595 204 799 
Age:_-~-
0-20 
2'0-40 
--
-40~44 
45-49 
50-54 
55-59 
60~64 
6'5-6g 
'· 
7'0-74 
75-..79 
80 Up 
Average Rate 
-15-
Table III-A 
Rate of' Wage-Earners S:ick Per Thousand 
--
_¥are 
8~6 
~34.0~_-. 
·-~56. a 
66 •. o 
127~0 
I26.o 
zor.o 
237.0 
254.0 
3'42'"'0 
3'00. 0 
~ 
74.2 
Female 
1L0.3 
33.5 
o2.o 
128.o 
l48.o 
l76.o 
zoo.o 
357 .o 
55o.o 
408.0 
rooo.o 
--61.6 
Total 
33.4 
57.3 
78.0 
130.5 
1.34.0 
2or.o 
253.0 
2·9o.o 
354.o 
364.0 
---
70.5 
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Table IV is similar in set-up to Table III but presents 
the chronic sick who are not in the wage-earning class. This 
category includes housewives and children and those who have 
dropped from the wage-earning class. 
Table IV-A shows during the last year the rate per 
th9usand of male, female, and total non-wage-earners with 
chronic illness a.ccording to age-groups. The average total 
rate is 122 with chronic disease out of ev·ery 1000; the 
average rate for males being 86.5 out of 1000; and for females. 
138, out of 1000. The significant rates in the table, how-
ever, are those for population over forty years of age. In-
dustrial incapacitation is suggested by the figures for the 
males over forty. In many cases these males have a complete 
disability. 
The female group naturally represents the minority of 
the female population, and the sickness rates increase 
gradually with age. 
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Table IV 
Age Total Population of Sick Non -Wage -Earners, Non-Wage-Earners 
Male Female Total Male Female Total 
0-20 4315 4479 8'79'4 78 77 155 
20-40 186 2457 2'643 38 197 235 
40-44 14 694 708 9 101 110 
45-49 2:7 659 686 11 125 
.136 
50-54 27 669 696 13 156 169 
---
55-59 36 56"8 604 22 1'59- -- l~I--/~ 
--60-64 70 507~~ ~ ·, 577 38 199 23'7~ .. .___.. 
-65-69 110 373 
-- 483 59 169 228' ~~" .. -· --~- ~ 
-~, 
-
--
.. 
- .. 70-74 128 312 440 .. 74 ,·::.::~170~ 244 -
75-79 85 182 267 51 109 160 
8'0 up 7'4 137 2:11 45 89 134 
Unknown 0 11 11 5 5 
--Total 5072 11048 16120 438 1556 1994 
Table· IT-A 
Rate of Non-Wage-Earners S'ick per Thousand 
Age Male F·emale Total 
0-20 18.0 17.2 17.6 
20-40 2:04.0 78.5 87.0 
40-44 643.0 142 .• 0 151.0 
45~49 408.0 182.5 191.0 
50-54 482.0 22'5.0 2'35. 0 
~ 
55-59 612.0 270.0 290.0 
60-64 543.0 380.0 399.0 
/ 
65-69 536.0 436.0 458.0 
- ~p- / 
70-74 578.0 526.0 541.0 
75-79 600.0 587.0 590.0 
80 up 608.0 645.0 532.0 
Unknown 0.0 450.0 455.0 
--- ---
Average Rate 86.5 l38.0 l22'.0 
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IMPAIRMElTT OF EAIDTDTG CAPACITY 
From the preceding :Brockton figures on illness the in-
ference may be drawn that the change from the wage-earning to 
the non-wage-earning class due to impairment of earning 
capacity takes pla,ce gradually from forty years on. Many of 
the workers interviewed stated that they began to fail after 
fifty. Machinists and pattern makers complained of defective 
eyesight, and the mold:ers, of rheumatism. As a rule they 
paid little attention to these disorders until there was a 
breakdown compelling them to give up work for two or three 
months. 
Of course, not all of the unemployed men are incapaci-
tated, but sickness, disease, and accident are the most im-
portant factors in shortening the period of mants economic 
usefulness. The use of the machine, the in-stitutio!J. of 
/ 
7 
working,:Illents comp_ensation and sometimes pressm:-e from ins.ur-
ance companies are other elements that ally to make a deadline 
of unemployment after forty. 
The Massachusett's Commission .on Old Age Pensions, 
Annuities and Insurance found in 1910, in a study of 870 aged 
persons, that 68 was the average age a.t which the wage-earn-
ing-power was completely lost. Another similar study showed 
that 64 was the average age at which earning capacity was 
l 
partially impaired. 
l. 11 The Challenge of the Aged 11 , A. Epstein Page 24 
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In l925 the Ma$sachusetts: Commission on Pensions re-
ported that out of 2,818 men 65 years of age and over, 1486 
or a little over one-half were without any occupation whatso-
1 
ever. As the figures shown are for the general population, 
the incapacitated in an exclusively industrial group probably 
would be higher. 
It is not age alone but the close relationship between 
age and disability which makes it increasingly difficult for 
old persons to remain in industry. The Massachusetts 
Commission on Pensions found that of the 2,818:men -65 years 
2 
of age and over investigated: 
nNearly 45 percent of the men interviewed stated that 
- -
their wage-earning power had- been lost, about 2:8 percent re--
ported that it had become partially impaired and that they 
were unable to earn as much as formerly, and about 27 per 
cent of the men did not report an impairment. Earning power 
and ability to work are almost s;y"Tionymous terms in the case 
of men." 
The Pennsylvania Commission on Old Age Pensions reveals 
3 
the following: 
11 The earning power of many workers in Pennsylvania is 
impaired before they reach the age of 40. Only in the steel 
industry, however, were there many who were totally incapac-
itated before the age of 50. At the age of 60, the propor-
of workers whose earning power had not yet been affected, 
------------------------------------------------------------
l. 
2. 
3. 
~The Challenge of the Aged", A. Epstein 
ttThe Challenge of the Aged", A. Epstein 
ttThe Challenge of the Aged 11 , A. Epstein 
Page 24 
Page 27 
Page 28 
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according to the various trades; were as follows: 
1~ Bfiilding trades, 55.1 per cent 
2: Steel industry, 13.2 per cent 
3. Indoor and sedentary trades, 46.4 per cent. 
In the case of Brockton men, earning power and lack 
of chronic illness are not synonymous terms, but there is 
a high correlation between the two. 
-: __ _ 
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The mortality rate for the insured group at all ages com-
bined, is lovrer than that of the males in the registration 
states, being 11.8 and 13.8 per 1,000 respectively. Dr. Louis I. 
Dublin, chief statistician of the Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company, points out that this is due to the lower mortality in 
the first age group--15 to 24 years--and in the last--65 years 
and over. From 25 years to 64 the mortality of the insured 
group is higher than that of the general population group. In 
the age period 45 to 54 years the death rate for the insured 
exceeds the other group by 43 per cent, and from 55 to 64 years· 
the rate is 34 per cent bigher. In the beginning the group of 
policy-holders is in its best physical condition and has a 
--...,, 
_lowe:r_morta~it~:rat~. than the general population, but from the 
··------
age of 25 years the mortality rate is heavier. The suggestion 
i-s made that thj_s i8 -pr·obably the results of industrial ex-
·-posure. 
~-. __ --
l 
Table II 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company--Industrial De:12artment 
Death Rates per 100,000 for All Causes of Death 
Ages 10 Years and Over 
1923 
Years of Age 10 to 15 to 25 to 3"5 to 45 to 55 to 
14 24 34 44 54 64 
White Males 198.6 347.2 556.1 946.6 1725.4 3385.3 
White Females 162'.4 353.3 491.9 677.9 1188.0 2576 .l 
Table II shows that the mortality rates for males are 
l. nThe American J"ournal of Public Heal th 11 Page 476 
65 and 
over 
7574.7 
672'6.7 
con-
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sistently higher than for fema.les with the exception of the 
age :period from 15 to -24 years. Since the industrialization 
of women is then at its height, the exactions of industry 
upon health again is shown. 
1 
Table III 
Comparison of Ordinary :Sua;iness Department with Industrial 
Department 
Death Rates :per 100,000 by Specified Age Groups 
.for All Causes of Death, 1923 
Years of Age 20 and 20 to 25 to 35 to 45 to 55 to 
over 24 34 44 -54 64 
Industrial 
White Males 1404.1 400.6 556.1 946 .. 6 1725.4 3385.3 
Ordinary Males 550.0 255.2 268.4 422.0 790.1 1868.0 
65 and 
over 
7574.1 
5604.1 
The figures in Table III again show the industrial workers 
at a disadvantage when their mortality is compared with :persons 
in a group composed of the clerical, :professional, agricultural, 
-·= 
and commercial workers. 
Effects of industrial exposure are suggested as the 
mortality rates in the former group are from one and one-half 
to double the rates in the latter group. 
That health conditions for the worker have improved 
vastly, however, is shown by Dr. Dublin's statistics. :Between 
1912 and 1923 the death rate for the industrial group declined 
27 :per cent with a substantial decline in every age grou·p .. 
The greatest reduc:tion in mortality has: taken :place in the 
important working ages 25 to 34 a..11.d 34 to 44,. when the rates 
declined 43.1 and 41.2 per cent respectively. It is of 
-------~----------------------------------------------------
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especial interest to note that the death rate at every age 
declined more rapidly at every age for the working population 
than for the general population. 
Summar;r:c 
Metropolitan Life Insurance statistics show that the 
industrial population is at a disadvantage when it is com-
pared with other groups. The industrial death rate, however, 
is declining gradually to meet that of the no:rmal population. 
COMMmTEST DISEASES . 
As a high death rate is apt to indicate a lack of health, 
it is a natural sequence to inquire about the diseases and 
c·ondi ti ons responsible for the high industrial mortality~ 
The nine most important causes of death for the general 
1 
population in 1925, were in order of their frequency: 
l. Diseases of the heart. 
2. Cerebral hemorrhage and softening, embolism 
and thrombosis (not cerebral}. 
3. Cancer and other malignant tumors. 
4. Acute and chronic nephritis. 
5. Tuberculosis of the respiratory system and 
a.cute disseminated, tulJerculosis. 
6. Congenital malformations and diseases of 
early infancy. 
7. Influenza and pneumonia. 
8. External causes (exclusive of suicide, 
homicide, and automobile accidents). 
9. Bronchitis and broncho-pneumonia. 
l. A Five-Year Program of Studies by The Committee on the 
Cost of Medical Care. 
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This list of diseases shows :plainly why a S;tudy of 
chronic illness is of first-rank importance. Death caused 
"by diseases of the heart, apoplexy, malignant tumors, chronic 
nephritis, tuberculosis, congenital malformations, and 
chronic "bronchitis is, as a rule, preceded "by chronic sym:p-
toms that appear a.s warning signs. A complication of chronic 
disorders indicating a "breaking-down :process heralds s.uo-
sequent acute attacks. 
Items seven and eight definitely are excluded from a 
-· 
d,.iscussiori of chronic diseases. 
DEFECTS A1ID DISEASES AMONG INDUSTRIAL WORKERS 
The Public Health S_ervice during the las·t 10 years has 
conducted a relatively complete :physical examination of 
10,000 male workers in 10 different industries. The defects 
and dis.eases found to "be mos:t :predominant in the order of 
l 
their prevalence were as follows: 
Defec·ts of the teeth 
Diseases or defects of the nose and throat 
Flat feet 
Diseases or defects of the eye and ear 
Digestive disorders 
Arteriosclerosis 
Hemorrhoid 
Heart defects or diseases 
Respiratory diseases 
Skin defects or diseases 
9,258 
7,066 
4,l86 
3,784 
2,382 
1,119 
l,l53 
952 
856 
821 
S'ome of these concli tions are definitely chronic. On th:e 
one hand, flat feet, arteriosclerosis, some of the heart and 
respiratory conditions are not in the remedial class. On the 
------------------------------------------------------------
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Cost of Medical Care 
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other hand, defects of teeth, nose, throat, eye, ear and all 
the other corrective disorders should receive treatment lest 
they give rise to chronic trouble. Infections causing 
rheumatism are commonly found in defective teeth or disorders 
of the sinuses, nose or throat. All skin defects certainly 
should receive the closest attention when cancer and malig-
nant tumors are found third in leading causes of death. 
Tha.t diseases are being fought against by those in in-
dustrial environment is evident from the substantial dovvn-
ward mortality trend. Dublints statistics on the decline 
1 
are quoted in the following :paragraph: 
0 Tuberculosis of the respiratory system, which in 1912 
was the chief cause of death, has shown a very great improve-
ment, the death rate declining from 319.9_ :p_er 100,000 in 1912 
to 149.7 in 1923, a fall of 53 •. 2 per cent. As a result, 
tuberculosis is now superseded by heart disease-as the lead-
ing cause of death. Workers 25 t@ 34-year~f of- age and :55 to 
44 years were the most favorably affected;· fhe -decreases.· 
amounting to 60.2 and 62.6 :per cent respectively. Nephritis 
has shown a significant though a smaller decrease of 38.0 :per 
cent, the rates declining from 178.1 for all ages in 1912, to 
ll0.5 in 1923. The mortality rate of this disease showed 
the greatest decline in the 35 to 44 age :period where it went 
down 55 •. 7 :per cent. Organic diseases of the heart showed 
little change at a.ll ages. The death rate declined 7.5 :per 
------------------------------------------------------------
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cent, or from 203.9 per 100,000 to 188.7. In the age period 
35 to 44, however, the reduction amounted to 33.5 per cent. 11 
An exception was found in cancer which has increased in 
frequency, the death rate rising 22.3 per cent from 1912. to 
1923; and in the important age periods. 45 to 54 and 55 to 64, 
the rates increas.ed 15.5 per cent and 30.6 per cent respec-
ti vely •· Diabetes increas-ed at every age period after 45. 
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES 
Many diseases have an origin directly due to industry, 
but wider education of workers regarding the dangers inherent 
in certain occupations has resulted in a vast improvement. 
IV>'<' 
The effects of better industrial hygiene i-s- seen in the 
... 
50 per cent decline in the death rate from chronic lead 
.. · l 
poisoning w:h'ich 'rs= a. distinctly occupational disease. 
--~Next -·to--lead the mos;t important toxic substance us.ed in 
coatings to surfaces of all kinds, is benzol. The use of 
benzol in coatings is more and more restricted each year. 
Benzol still holds its. place as a solvent and thinner in the 
making of artificial ieather and patent leather. The workers 
in Brockton, a shoe manufacturing area, are doubtless subject 
in some degree to peculiar injurious effects resultant from 
chemicals and toxic substances used in leather finishing in 
the making of wooden heels and rubber products, and in the 
manufacture of shoe findings. The use of benzol, however, has 
------------------------------------------------------------
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been discontinued in the Brockton factories. Health con-
ditions in places processing or manufacturing parts are given 
constant supervision, out some of.the most insidious causes 
leading to occupational diSiease are the hardest to c onnedt 
with the resulting disorder. P'ermanent disabilities: equally 
as serious as lead poisoning may arise from excessive fatigue, 
irritation of nerve centers from. dust" foreign properties: 
entering the blood stream, or monotony of work which prevents 
the proper functioning of interna~ glands. After a gradual_ 
weakening the system is open to attack from all diseases that 
have no direc·t occupational as:pect. Many times, unless ob-
viously harmful, bad methods are clung to at the expense of 
the worker. 
RECORDS OF ILLJ:TESS 
All concerns: in Massachusetts have to keep a record of 
their accident cases as required by the Industrlal Accident 
Board, out there is a tendency in most concerns to do no more 
than the minimum. Little or no information could be obtained 
through Brockton records regarding chronic illness, and the 
information which was rec·eived, was fragmentary and dealt with 
individual cases. Reeords of absence could· be traced only 
through the :pay rolls. Records of absence due to illness are 
kept solely by those who have a health insurance plan, and in 
most instances these notations do not begin until the eighth 
day. 
The data from the different corporations will be considered 
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separately. 
Company .A 
During the fiscal year from November 1, 1928 to 
November 1, .1929, 217 industrial accidents cases came through 
the clinic. This side of the w,·ork constituted but a minor 
portion as there were given 3700 doctors. 1 treatments and 6776 
nurses' treatments; (4008 of the latter were at the Campello 
clinic). These figures prove the work to be largely medical. 
The largest number of treatments were for colds; second, 
for di"gesti ve disorders:;~-=:;and ·third, foi= muscular a~ches. The 
latter were acute-rather than chronic. People come primarily 
to the clinic wi tn these ills, and it is. t_hrough·-an acquain-
,~--
":._._ ..;-:-
tance developed in thi:;L;~ay ~r ·througl:_:!.·~~.a physical exani.ination 
that the doctor or nurses learn of the chronic-ailments. 
No records have been made of the chronics, but the nurse 
could tell of three individuals: with heart trouble that have 
been t_urned over to an outside doctor during the past year. 
They had to leave work temporarily but have returned. Within 
the pas't several years, four tubercular cases and one case of 
nephritis were released. An assistant foreman who comes to 
the clinic for treatment of colds, has lost much time from 
work during the past ten years becaus.e of a diabetic-condition. 
Another man, a. foreman in one of the shops, lost many months 
from work after an attack of apoplexy. He afterward returned 
to a lighter job with less pay, but recently he has had to 
give up work entirely. 
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The report on occ-upational illness has improved wonder-
fully in recent years. Benzol which is one of the most 
injurious substances, is not used now although this company 
had a chemist and routine physical examinations when it was 
used. 
Company B 
The nurse at Company B reported that most cases for 
treatment are eye trouble, stomach trouble, or colds. The 
average age uf tfi~ employees here runs young, and the nurse 
knows very little about any chronic.cases. 
Company C 
The wor~ of the nurse at Company C is confined to first 
aid treatment of acute cases since the abolition of the medical 
clinic. Through her efforts, however~ three epileptic sufferers 
have been remov·ed from the factory. The danger to these people 
from machinery was too great to bear the risk involved. The 
present work of the chemist in this factory centers on the 
study of cement and its safe usage by workers. 
Company D 
One of the directors at Company D said that among the 
~rtalians many cases of chronic infection set in after an acci-
dental cut or wound from machinery. He was particularly in-
terested in these cases, because a few were before the arbi-
tration board for compensation. 
Remaining Companies 
The remaining ten companies which fall in to the group with 
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smaller numb·ers, have no records of absence from illness and 
can give only a negligible amount of information regarding 
their employees who have chronic ailments. 
~ar;z: 
The leading causes of death are preceded by chronic 
symptoms. The most prevalent defects and diseases among 
industrial workers: are of the type that lead to chronic ail-
ments. Occupational diseases are being curbed but many in-
sidious effects attack the syste_m -<?:f the worker. Industrial 
., 
accident records are kept, but only fragmentary information on 
illness could- be .found~ in-Brockton factories that kept health 
records. 
J 
; 
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CHAPTER IV 
COSTS. OF ILllffiSS llt THE UNITED STATES 
Every one is cognizant of the fact tha.t a great expense 
follows illness, but few have any idea of the stupendous pro-
portions that tb.~~costs of illness reach every year. 
The figures on the next few p~ges are taken from an 
/ 
'add]:'ess by Romer Folks, L.L.D., Secretary of the New York 
. . 
State Charities Aid Association, at the Interna.tional Con-
ference of Social Work at Paris in 1928. 
The yearly total cost of illness, not including accidents, 
to the people of the United States at present time can be 
stated in two subdivisions. The first includes costs of all 
kinds accruing up to the date of recovery or death of the sick 
people; but does not include future net earnings of those who 
die prematurely by reas:on of illness.. This. figure is 
$3,729,925,396 per annum for total costa of illness in the 
United S.tates. The other item of loss of future net earnings, 
is estimated at $l2,000,000,000 per annum. The last sum 
represents earnings of people who die during the productive 
period of their life while their earning power exceeds the cost 
of their maintenance. The s:um of these two amounts, 
$15,729,925,396, represents the gross total estimate of the 
.• ( 
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cost of illness to tthe :p·eople. of the Uhi ted S'tates. The part 
borne by the individual or the family of the individual with 
sickness is estimated at 93.8 per cent of the whole; .6.2 per· 
cent.is distributed bv$r a larger group. 
l 
VARIOUS COSTS 
An estimate of the various· costs of illness 'is considered 
under a munber of different items .• 
Phys;hcians 
Medical diagnosis and treatment by physicians in :private 
practice is the foremost. Five thousand. d'ollars ($.5, 000) per 
.. --annum is considered a reasonable representation of the average 
gross income for the 149,000 practising :physicians; this means 
an average of $6.21 :per person (population being about 
120,000,000) or $26.70 per anm.un ·.for the average family 
(average family according to latest census, consisting of 4.3 
persons). 
Other Practitioners 
To the 20,000 in the group of unqualified, unlicensed, 
and non-medical :practitioners goes $1.00 :per capita. or $4.30 
per family as compared with $6.21 per capita, and $26.70 :per 
family, for authoriz,ed physicians. 
Dispegg_§.ri~§.. 
'Dispensary care is estimated at 1.8 cents per capita or 
7.8 cents per family. 
------------------------------------------~------------------
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:[_ospi tals; 
Hospitals maintenance rises to $3.37 p·er capita or $14.49 
per family. 
Nurse§. 
The cost of nurses per capita is $1.27 or $5.86 per family. 
These nurses fall into two groups; those engaged in the private 
care of s.ick people, and those of nursing associations providing 
bedside care for the sick of limited means. 
Dentists 
Dental care per capita falls in the vicinity of $2.37; 
and per family, $10.19. The average net salary of the 57,000 
registered dentists in the United States is estimated to be 
$2,500. 
--~-A conservative estimate of th~_-exp~ndi tures for the pre-
family per annum. Expenditures for the prevention of illness 
include .$15,000,000 for United States Public Health Service, 
the Children ts Bureau, the Meat Inspection Service, the en-
forcement of the Food and Drug Act and other health purpos~s; 
and the remainder by counties and cities. Dr. Harry H. Moore 
estimates tota.l :public health expenditures for the :prevention 
of disease in the United S.tates for the year 1923 to be 
$66,290,000. Voluntary health agencies. spend surely 
$10,000,000. One-half of this is expended by the National 
Tuberculosis Ass;ociation. 
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Medi£!.g~§.J..~~ppli~ etc. 
An extremely low estimate on medicines, supplies, and 
sick room equipment, is $5.83 per capita or $24.08 per family. 
These figures are arrived at by taking $?00,000,000 which was 
the value of the drugs at the facotry, manufactured for the 
year 1923. 
Loss of wages due to illness, covering large groups in 
different parts of the country, is estimated at nine days per 
annum for each individual. This is a conservative estimate 
as the insane group, which is: a considerable factor, is not 
considered. .An absence due to illness of nine days in a year 
of 300 working days, would mean an abs.enc e of 3.%. Dr. Dublin 
estimated the income from salaries and wages in 1926 to be 
$41,500,000,000. Three per cent of this is $1,245,000,000. 
Dr. Folks offers no estimate on the reduced earnings due 
-~· 
to.slight or chronic illness but states that the item, if 
measurable, would tota.l many millions of dollars per year lost 
by slight, chronic, non-incapacitating illness. 
!ot§:J:_cost 
As previously quoted, the grand total of these estimated 
costs of illness, without the last item of reduced earnings 
due to slight or chronic illness is $3,729,925,396 per annum 
making a per capita loss of $31 .. 08 or llli·6~r family. If 
the loss of future net earnings on account of premature death 
due to illness is reckoned this total has. an addition of 
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$12,000,000,000 per annum, making $15,729,925,396 per annum. 
which is equivalent to ll31.00_Eer c~ita or l567.33_g~£_famil~. 
Under the former estimate there is a per capita loss of $3.1.08 
per annum or $134.68 per family. On the latter oasis the per 
capita loss is $131.00 per annum or $567.33 per family. 
Average figures, however, are misleading. Upon only about 
25 per cent of the families in the country does any serious 
l 
sickness fall during a given year. The Brockton survey showed 
that slightly more than 10 per cent admit chronic sickness. 
That is, 102 out of every 1000 are suffering from chronic dis-
ease; and when divided oy sex, 79 males and 123 females out of 
every 1000 have a chronic illness. 
Table I 
Rate of Total Population Sick per Thousand 
Male Female Total 
Total Well Population 12,049 12,598 24,647 
Total Sick Population 1,033 __h_160 22793 
Total Population 13,082 14,358 2'7' 440 . 
Rate per 1000 Sick 79.0 123.0 102.0 
Several studies indicate that less tlJ.an 20 per cent of 
the families during any one year pay over 50 per cent of all 
sickness bills. The Cornm.i ttee on the Cost of Medical Care put 
the average expense figure in l9l8·-l9l9 for medical service 
2 
alone among 12,196 families at $60.36. Many families, however, 
paid several times this amount. In Westfield, Massachusetts, 
--~----------------------------------------------------------
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DISTRIBUTED AliD NON-DISTRIBUTED COSTS 
Distributed Cost.§. 
Dr. Folks estimates,that 5 per cent of the medical service 
:i,s a distributed cost. This 5 per cent that the patient pays 
indirectly rather than directly is covered by various means, 
such as: i. Policies issued by insurance companies against ill-
ness and operations; 2. Industrial medical service; 3. Industri-
al group insurance; 4. Medical service of fraternal orders, 
lodges, trade unions, and social organizations; 5. Uncollect-
able and modified doctor's bills; 6. Medical aid given by 
public welfare officials. 
Dispensary service is distributed to the extent of 87 per 
cent. 
.,.~-o-..,.__ 
Hospi tg.l -'care j,_s di-stributed -=-to the extent of a bout 65 per 
. .._ ___ "- ..: - '· 
cent due to-the-iarge number of governmental hospitals. 
The visi tin-g'nurses_y~ services ar~largely distributed. 
·,~ " ./ 
Expenditure for medicines, supplies, and sick room 
equipment are distributed costs in small measure through dis-
pensaries and hospitals. 
Expenditure for prevention of illness is wholly dis-
tributed due to public taxation or voluntary funds. 
~on-distributed CQsts 
Dental care is not distributed. 
Loss of wages during illness are almost wholly non-
distributed. 
Reduced earnings due to slight or chronic illness are 
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non-distributed.-
Los-s of future net earnings is :partially distributed 
tb.J;'ough life insurance. 
The fact remains that of the total cost of illness, 89 
:per cent stands undistributed. This accounts for the formation 
of a committee undertaking a five-year program of studies on 
the cost of medical care. The committee, under the chairman-
shi:p of Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, President of Leland S.tanford 
University and a former President of the American Medical 
Association, is a voluntary, non-governmental grou:p with the 
aim to help the l1l,idd:L~~ class. l'he n--~xt _chapter sets forth the 
. " ' ~-~-=--
facts to shovi'thar~--th-B~a.vera-ge,-:=-tndu;-trial ~; i tiz:€m is d€wided-
__ __.. ./ -- ~ ~ 
____. -.-~· 
ly in need -of )1el:p where the costs of illness are concerned. 
---~-·· 
, .......... 
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CHAPTER V 
WORKERSr SHARE OF THE COSTS OF ILLNESS 
With the realization that the unit of the family is 
bearing 89 per cent of the brunt of siclmess costs, it is 
logical to inquire if industry is making an adequate return to 
labor in order to keep the mind and body in a healthful con-
dition. 
The total annual expense for the maintenance of a family 
of four, at the end of 1925, on a ttmere decency, health, and 
1 
reasonable comfort budget 11 was estimated_at $1550. The 
average earnings per employee from s:alari-es and wages among 
approximately 30,,000,000 persons attached to the_various in-
dustries: of the c onntry were, in 192.5, in the neighborhood of 
2 
$1,250. As often there are two or more members of the family 
employed, the average income per family was around $2,000. 
According to the United S-tates Labor Department, the average 
3 
wage paid to workers in the shoe industry in 1925 was $950. 
:Brockton has a reputation for being exceptionally free 
from labor disputes, and the past year has been a good one for 
steady employment, but the skilled workers in the factories of 
1. :Bulletin lTo. 374 United S-tates :Bureau of Sf.atistics Page 20 
2. :Bulletin lTo. 457 United States, :Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Government Printing Office, May 1926 pp428,429 
3. JOurnal American·Medical Association Nov. 1'7, 1928 Page 1519 
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Brockton or other industrial cities never have known what it 
is to have vacation with pay. On the contrary, they work con~ 
stantly under the handicap of a :period of unemployment of in-
definite length at intermittent intervals. Sometimes the hours; 
are cut and the same skilled force kept, but either situation 
crea,tes a precarious economic existence. Where living condi-
tions and health are so closely allied, one is bound to affect 
the other. The largest and most scientifically organized shoe 
manufacturing plant in Brockton paid on an average $4.80 :per 
working day to the shoe-workers employed in its factories 
during 19'29. The number of productive days was JLowered some-
what by shut-downs and enforced unemployment due to change in 
inventories or lowered out:..l;mt. In times of depression the 
rate did not fall below $3.75 per day for those fortunate ones 
with e~ployment. A side-light is thrown on the economic status 
of the industrial family from the statement of the Secretary of 
the Brockton Y.W .. O.A. that 75 per cent of the women employed in 
the factories are married and contribute to the family purs.e. 
It is claimed workers are about one-third better off 
to-day than in 1914 and should, therefore, be able to :provide 
far emergencies. These deductions take no consideration of 
either changed conditions or the rise in the standard of living. 
Even the basic essentials of food, clothing and shelter have 
risen. The mere fact that the worker to-day can buy about one-
third more of the purely basic items of the family budget than 
he could purchase a decade ago is not at all an indication that 
' •. 
• ( 
•) 
j 
! 
i 
~ 
I 
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he is' really better off, especially in making provision against 
sickness or old age. Through high :pressure salesmanship, ad-
vertisements, and installment-selling campaigns, the working 
man is induced to spend all. If, on the other hand, the 
workers were directed to save their money instead, :prosperity 
would be disastrously affected, as less consumption means less 
:production· and subsequently unemployment • 
.A higher standard of living encourages better heaRth but 
'-
less savings. Better housing, better sanitation, more knowl-
edge along health lines aid constructively. More expensive 
foods, too, are 'in demand, but that does not indicate 
additional nutrition; sometimes, it means just the contrary. 
It is quite useless. to blame :people for being improvident, 
for not saving in advance for a sickness which they did not 
forEEee, or for spending so much on radios, furniture, or auto-
mobiles. It is because of the universal characteristics of 
human nature that they have nothing left to pay doctors r and 
hos:pi tal bills. 
INDIVIDUAL SAVINGS 
The :problem of saving for old age seems to be most serious 
not on account of lack of tlnift, but largely because the great 
mass of wage-earners in this country lead a :precarious and 
hand-to-mouth existence. 
According to the American Bankers As,sociation the total 
savings deposits in all banks increased from $8,404,373,000 in 
l9l2 to $26,090,002,000 in 1927 and the number of savings de-
~­
! 
I 
\ 
) 
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posi tors rose from 12,605,260 to 48,354, 784 in the same period. 
The per capita savings in 1927 amormted to $220 for each in-
habitant, but as the purGhasing value of the 1912 dollar was 
only slightly more than half as high as in 1927 there was a 
2 
real increase of 100 per cent instead of 300 per cent. 
The increase in depos·i tors does. not at all represent wage-
earners. The mutual savings banks which cater largely to an 
industrial clientele show an increase of depositors from 1912 
to 1927 of only slightly over 100 per cent while growth in 
l 
state banks amounts to 350 per cent; in_ tr-y._st companies, over 
_::-· '', ' / ~-· ---- 3 
300 per cent; and in nati()l+al ban;J!:s>Qyer 400p~:r_ __ cen:t. 
Epstein suggests_ ta]f_ing the United States Postal Savings 
~· . . ~. 
System as the most repre_~~ntative··workingman t s bc:fnk because ·it 
provides the greatest security. While tot·al savings in all 
other banks ros:e steadily during the entire period of 1910-
1927 the largest withdrawals and the greatest decline in the 
United ~:ua tes Postal Savings depositors occurred during the 
years of 1920-1921, the period of greatest unemployment and 
distress. According to the annual report of the Board of 
Trustees of the United States Postal System, dated December 5, 
1927, 11'during the decade of 1917-1927 although the total de-
posits increased by about $l6,000,000 and the average amount 
per depositor rose from $195.57 in 1917 to $358.19 in 1927, 
the number of depositors had actually declined from 674,728 to 
411,394 during the same period. The total deposits in 1927 
----~--------------------------------------------------------
l. 11 Sa-vings Deposits and Deposi tors 11 American Bankers 
Association, New York, 1927 Page 429 
2. 11 The Challenge of the Aged 11 A. Epstein Page 152 
3. rtThe Challenge of the Aged 11 A. Epstein Page 155 
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1 
amounted to but $147,359,254. tt. Less than one per cent of 
wage-earners had a thrift account in the Postal Savings System. 
Epstein stuns up the situation by saying, •tUp to 1920 
savings for old age from American wages in view of rise in 
living costs and standards were out of question. From 1920 
to 1925 periods of want and periods of prosperity ,followed 
each other in rapid succession. A period of plenty commenced 
in 1925 and lasted until early in 1927, and to-day average 
weekly wages of workers are hardly ~,uffici ent for basic needs. •t 
For the pas.t year the Christmas Club Savings in Brockton 
might be taken as the index o:f~_-the industriaT}lian' s §avings. 
', : _-__ - - --
Four banks in th~ _ci t£-~aye-·c:hFist~as- S~ngs DepartlJlents and 
the figures for 1929 a~e _as; fallows: 
- '-· 
Peoples t Savfngs Bank '-':::../ 
Savings .....••.• $220,000 Depositors •........ 5000 
Plymouth County Bank 
Savings ......... $280,000 Depositors ......... 7500 
Brocldon Savings Bank 
Savings ••...•... $175,000 Depositors •........ 4000 
Brockton Trust 
Savings •........ $110,000 Depositors .......•• 3000 
Proof of the thrift element in Brockton people is evident. 
Approximately one-third have accounts in the Christmas Clubs. 
The average savings is in the vicinity of $40 annually. After 
the checks are issued the bank treasurers estimate that about 
-------------------------------------------------------------
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20 per cent comes back. That being the case, the avePage 
Christmas Club depositor would have· a balance of $8 to his 
credit. The protection for the rainy day is hardly worth 
mentioning. 
TIME LOST FROM WORK THROUGH SICKNESS 
In analysing the workerts position, low wages, unemploy-
ment, higher standard of living, small savings have been 
mentioned. In the face of these, it is hard enough to keep 
thew olf from the door but if sickness actually arrives, what 
then? For how long a time are the employee's wages actually 
cut off by illness? 
The Connecticut Public Welfare Commission found that on 
the ~~erage a workman is disabled approximately six days per 
1 
year because of non-industrial accidents and sickness. 
Dr. Folks 1 es.timate of loss of wages due to illness is nine 
2 
days per year for each individual. 
Time lost from work by the chronic sick is indicated by 
Brockton figures in Table II .. Many individuals and families 
are free for long periods without being sick; but when illness 
comes, if it is at all serious, the costs are large:t and the 
time lost from work extends into months. 
-------------~-----------------------------------------------
l. Report of Commission on Public Welfare, Hartford; 1919 
Page 50 
2. The Distribution of the Costs of Sickness in the United 
States Page 22 
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BROCKTON 
Table II 
Time Lost from Work by Chronic Sick 
Time Lost from Work Male Female 
None 601 1172 
0-1 Month 106 206 
1 Month 12 25 
2 Months 38 62 
3 Months 24 47 
4 Months 14 14 
5 Months 5 11 
6 Months 16 22 
7 Months 7 3 
8 Months 7 8 
9-l2_Months 195 176 
Unknown /-~:::::..~ 
___§ 14 
Total 
--
-1033 1760 
/~-=-~~- --
-
BROCKTON 
Table II-A 
Average Duration of Time Lost in Months 
During the Past Year by All Working In-
dividuals through Chronic Disease 
Male Female Total 
Total 
1773 
312 
37 
100 
71 
28 
16 
38 
10 
15 
371 
_g_g_ 
2793 
2.54 Mos. 1.52 Mos. 1.89 Mos. 
·-- 5·~ 
,.·;:~: 
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BROCKTON 
Table II-B 
Average Duration of Time Lost in Months 
During the Past Year of Working Individ-
uals Who Lost Time 
Male Female Total 
6.16 Mos. 4 •. 65 Mos. 5 .. 27 Mos. 
BROCKTON 
Table II-C 
Percentage of Individuals with Chronic 
Dis:.ease Who Lost No Time During the 
Past Year 
Male Female Total 
58.6% 67.2% 64.0% 
From Table II time lost for individuals sick with chronic 
disease has been computed for total sick individuals and for 
_the _group that actualiy lost time. The percentage of individ-
"Lfals t}f(3-t lost no time also has been computed. The average 
time lost for all sick indiv-iduals is 1.89 months; for all 
~males, 2.54 months;. and for all females, 1.52 months. The 
average time los.t for all individuals w:ho actually los:t time 
is 5.27 months; for all males who actually lost time, 6.16 
months; and for all females: who actually lost time, 4.65 months. 
The rate of individuals who lo·st no time was 64.0 per cent of 
the 102 sick in every thousand; 58.6 per cent of the 79 sick 
males in every thousand; and 67.2 per cent of the 123 sick 
females in every thousand. 
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These tables give an idea of the economic waste through 
chronic illness to "both the worker and to "business. 
Tanle III in an earlier section of this paper showed the 
rapid increase in chronic sufferers during middle life and old 
age. When the period of time lost from work "begins to lengthen, 
the trans"ition of a wage-earner to the permanently non-
productive group soon takes place. For a while the older 
worker may keep on, nut his earnings have diminished . 
.At the· time ~he change from the productive to the unpro-
ductive group occurs, there are one of two classes into which 
the individual falls, either the non-dependent or the dependent 
classification. The remainder of this section will ne spent 
in an explanation of these two classes and their effect on 
society in general. 
THE SICK UNPRODUCTIVE GROUP 
Actual data shows·:that the industrial worker has received 
a low wage during hiE vV.orking years. Sickness, unemployment, 
and a less remunerative jon are the causes of diminished earn-
ings during the later years of the employee. In spite of re-
duction in wages, expenditures for food and rent even under 
normal conditions of living remain about the same while the 
cost of medical care generally increases with age. After 
health is undermined and economic usefulness is gone, what 
chan.c.re has the industrial worker of retaining his independence 
in his declining years? 
\ 
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The Mas:sachusetts Commission on Pensions in 1925 declared 
that "'about 38 per cent of the men and women in Massachusetts 
over 65 arre supported in whole or in part by children, rela-
1. 
tives or by organized charity." 
In the so-called non-dependent group 31.8 per cent, or 
approximately one-third of the population of Massachusetts 
65 years of age and over, not in receipt of aid from public 
or private organized charity, have individual incomes of less 
than $300, and 36.8 per cent have incomes of less than $400 a 
~. 
··year: Of those 70 years of age and over, 39.9 per cent have 
individuc~.l incomes of less than $300, amd 43.6 per cent have 
. . 2 
incomes. of less than $400 a year. 
· "The latest Massachusetts investigations also disclosed 
that of the 17,420 persons 65 years of age and over interviewed, 
30 .. 8 per cent stated they possessed no property at all; an 
additional 8. 9 per c·ent possessed property worth less than 
$1,000; while 11.2 per cent claimed properties valued at be-
3 
tween $l,ooo· and $3,000. 11. The conclusion easily may be drawn 
that a person at 65 with no property of at least $1,000 and no 
income of approximately $1.00 a day.> is either already dependent, 
or is on the verge of dependency. 
The Massachusetts Commission on Pensions and Annuities in 
1910 found that only 8 per cent of almshous~inmates entered be-
l. lrThe Challenge of the Age" A. Epstein Page 51 
2. 11'The Challenge of the Ageu A. Epstein Page 51 
3. Report of Massachus;etts Commiss>ion 1925 Page p3 
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fore the age of 60, or reversely, 92 per cent had passed the 
l 
sixtieth year before they began residence in the almshouse. 
The Commission is strong in its assertion that such pauperism 
is in most ca.ses the result of the infirmity of advancing 
years coupled with the fact that these people, as a rule, have 
no family connections to depend upon. 
The Massachusetts Commission on Pensions, 1925, remarked: 
uThree-fourths of the male inmates whose occupations were 
known were formerly connected with manufacturing and mechani-; 
cal industries. About one-third of the total number were 
2 
laborers. 
The Dependent Aged and Sick 
s-ufficient proof that the dependent old are suffering from 
poor health niay be f()Jm_d in the following paragraphs. 
ttAccording to the-Uni-ted States Cens:us of Papers, 54.7 per 
cent of almshouse inmates in the United s,tates were completely 
;·-~---. -- ·-~ ·- ,·- - .... ~~ 
-=inca.pacitated--for further work, 38.2 per cent were able to do 
light work, while only 7.1 per cent were able-bodied. The l9l0l 
Massachusetts Commission on Pensions found 93.8 per cent dis-
a.bled among almshouse inmates in this State; the next highest 
percentag-e of defectives was 86 for recipients of State and 
military aid, and 82.7 per cent for those who received puolia 
3 
outdoor relief. 
u·rn Wisconsin, among the aged inmates studied, the pro-
portion suffering from chronic ailments was also very high. 
l. Report of Mass. Commission on Old Age Pensions, Annuities, 
and-Insurance, 1910 Page 27 
2. Report on Old Age Pensions, 192'5 Page 88 
3. 11 The Challenge of the Aged" A. Epstein Page 43 
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par~ially disabled, while 55 per cent were totally incapacitated. 
Among the nearly 2,30;0 applicants to the Pennsylvania Old Age 
Assistance Commiss:ion only 3 per cent claimed no disability. 11 
11 The Mas;sachusetts Commission on P'ensions, 1925, declared 
l 
that of the almshouse inmates~ 
Only 2.9 per cent of the males and 2.6 per cent of the 
females were reported to be in good health, without defects .• 
Some of those having defects were in fair health, but others: 
were seriously incapacitated and were bedridden. The number 
in good health is smaller than is reported in the investigation 
of the Commission of Old Age Pensions, Annuities and Insurance, 
--which in- 1910 reported that 93.8 p:er cent of the almshouse 
inmates were physically defective. This indicates, perhaps, 
that i-t is becoming less common to s;end persons not needing 
institutional care to the almshouses." 
The foregoing proves quite conclusively the close con-
nection between disability, o:-ld age, and dependency. 
NEGATIVE EFFECT OF DEPENDENT SICK 
ON THE STANDARD OF LIVING 
Industry wears out the energies of its workers long be-
------- -----------for~ir lives are over and their children, rather than 
private ~ public charities, carry the majority of cases of 
j;he :incapa~ o~s ·, ~ ;.u.~~~1 
the chief difference betwe,f;;n those who remain "'non-dependent'r 
' 
l. trThe Challenge A. Epstein Page 45 
l 
and those who must seek the shelter of the poorhouse. Few 
children, able to do so, refuse to aid their parents.. The 
situation, howeve~, demands a choice between the wage-earner's 
family having a little less food, less room, less clothing, 
less: education for the younger members or s.ending the parents 
to the poorhouse or to charitable agencies as paupers: 
Under pres.ent conditions it is hardly des.irable that the 
older generation should be supported. by the younger. It means 
that children are frequently compelled to leave school early 
in life to join the ranks of the unskilled and thereby lose 
their chance ·to become more profi-cient workers. In Brockton 
alone it is estimated that 28 per cent of. ethe population be-
tween 14 and 16 years of age is gainfully employed. 
Malnutrition .of the whole family is another bad conse-
quence of the strained and inadequate income. Improper die~ 
and maD1utrition are terms which frequently occur in dis-
cussions of the causation of diabetes, nephri tes, and others 
1 
of the group of chronic diseases. Lowered resistance is a 
result of lack of proper nutrition and indirectly may account 
for some of the nine days lost by the average working man 
during the year~ 
The higher standard of living is, doubtless, one of the 
very causes resulting in l~ck of savings and dependency al-
though comparatively it is a minor one. The largest factor of 
dependency is sicJi,ness, and the present method of coping with 
l. 11 Path-Finding In Adult Hygiene 11 M. Lakeman, :MD. Page 1 
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the. problem is lowering the standard of living for many. 
In seeking a solution for the problem presented by suf-
ferers of chronic ailments, the deduction is evident that the 
individual cannot face his :problem a.lone. The average family 
budget has little or no margin left for medical aid after 
meeting the demands of food, clothing, and shelter. This re-
sults in the non-payment of physicians r bills or causes the 
patient to do without any s;ervice whatsoever. Among II, 000 
persons disaoled-~by sickness in certain districts surveyed by 
the Metropolitan Life· Insurance Company, 25 per cent were not 
attended by:physic~ans. InHagerstown, Maryland, of 11,558 
cases of sickness,_ ~not inc-luding colds, 11 indigestion'1 , and 
"billiousnessu, 40 per cent were unattended by regular 
I 
physicians. Dr. Lombard of the Massachusetts Department of 
Public Health estimates that a third of the 26 per cent of 
the :people over 50 years of age with chronic disease are under 
2 
no treatment whatsoever. 
The seriousness of lack of attention lies in the fact that 
if the wage-earner does not take care of.himself, he is simply 
shortening his own period of productivity. He thereby falls 
into the incapacitated class entirely unable to care for -him-
self. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
I. The Committee on the Cost of Medical Care Page 26 
2. The Boston Post April I, 1930 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE INDUSTRIAL SHARE IN HEALTH WORK 
The activities of industry in sharing the burden of the 
chronic sick will be treated in two divisions: 
I. What business is doing to preserve the health 
of workers during their productive years. 
2. What business is doing for incapacitated em-
:ployees who have reached their unproductive 
years. 
Information on the two phases will be given by citing 
general industrial policies followed by the specific policies 
of Brockton business men. 
GENERAL.BUSJ]TESS POLICIES 
Industrial health service was being maintained in 1925 by 
possibly 1 ,__QOO establisbm§nts. ;_ The importance of this field 
- .. - ~ ~~- -
-
is indicated by the f~ct_35""hat in 501 plants, 265 physicians 
were employed on a whole-time basis and about 1,100 others on 
a part-time basis or on call. In railway medical service it 
is estimated that there are about 700 physicians employed on 
l 
a whole-time basis. 
The most outstanding instance of a large industry furnish-
ing medical service for their employees and families is found 
in the Endicott-~ohnson Corporation, a shoe manufacturing con-
-----~-------------------------------------------------------
l. A Five-Year Program of Studies Page 20 
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oern located at Endicott, West Endicott, Owego, Johnson City, 
and Binghamton, N. Y. The shoe factories and tanneries cmn~ 
bined employ over 15,000 workers who earn an average wage of 
$1,441. With their dependents this forms a great family of 
about 60,000 individuals. 
1 
Theplan under consideration has been in operation four-
teen years and has proved practical. In 1916, one full-time 
physician was employed. To-day there are 28 full-time 
physicians, 3 full-time dentists, 1 half-time dentist, 5 den-
tal hygienists, 67 full~time trained nurses, 4 pharmacists., 2' 
bacteriOJlo~ists, 2' lab ora tory technicians, 2 physiotherapists, 
1 roentgenologist; 6 motor ambulances, 16 clerks and 20 other 
helpers, as cooks, maids and janitors... In addition to these, 
when occasion requires, the services of other physicians, 
specialists:, nursea, and hospitals a.re procured. 
No direct charge is made _for the:.-service ,. ar:td there is:::~=no 
. --,___.,:=-
wage deduction~ The en~ire ·expehse is borne by the company: 
Increased individual :productiq~1and p:rpfi:ta _as_ "t!J.e .result_: of 
___ _,;_ 
this plan, cover the cost. 
In three of these communities previously mentioned, there 
is a medical center furnishing twenty-four hour service, in-
cluding all drugs and supplies. Care o~ the teeth is pro-
vided by three dental offices. Each center operates a 
maternity hospital in which prenat.al care is offered and where 
more than 1,000 babies are born each year. The mothers re-
-------------------------------------------------------------
1. Journal .American Medical As.aociation, J:Tovember 17, 1928 
~. G. 0 'N e i 1, :MD. Page 1516 -
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main in the hospital. about two weeks and rettll'n at frequent 
intervals with their infants to a. well-bab.y clinic. Pre-: 
- -.-.' ,! ,. 
ventive medicine is offered in correct feeding, formation of 
health habits, and the use of preventive vacctines and·serums. 
The company maintains a rest home in .the country for 
girls and women, and a sana.torium at S:arana.c Lake, New York, 
for the treatment of tuberculos:.is. 
Every worker seeking emp.Io:iment red.e.ives a complete 
physical examination. If no serious defects are· found, he is 
given ~ix months t trial at sui table work. He is then re-
examined and, ·if satisfactory, is permitted to join a sick 
relief association which entities him to .• a weekly benefit of 
$10.50. Membership is not compulsory, but about 12,000 
workers are members. Last year they received $·132, 000, of 
which they paid $118,000 in premiums of 20 cents a week. 
This is the only insurance feature of the plan. 
Industrial accidents are cared for by staff-phys-icians, 
as the company is self-insured under the law of the S~a t:e of 
New York. One hundred thousand dollars ($100,000} is on de-
posit with the State to guarantee payment of a.ccident, claims. 
Injuries are kept at a minurrium by practical instructions in 
regard to industrial hazards and by careful supervision oi' 
machinery, plants and working condition. 
Other activities associated with this plan are retirement 
pension, widowts pension, and the furnishing of food, fuel, 
rent, clothing, domestic help, and funeral expenses when re-
quired. 
\ 
I 
' 
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The cost of medical service for these 15,000 workers was 
$789,000 or $52.60 per capita. At the rate of 2.5 cents for 
each of the 32,000,000 pairs of shoes manufactured by these 
workers, the cost of their medical service can be covered. 
INDUSTRIAL HEALTH FACILITIES IN BROCKTON 
The subsequent paragraphs show what is being done by 
Brockton business men for employees along the line of medical 
service and hospitalization. fue es.tablisbm.ents may be divided 
into three groups: those that have the welfare of the employee 
-a:t heart artd ha;vFe many facilities. for his be~t.erment; those 
.·-
that give in- full measure what the law requires in regard to 
health; and those that~·scarcely fulfill the law. 
··--~ GROUP I 
Es.tablishm.ents A, B, and C can be classified in the first 
group but in widely varying d~grees of activity. 
Company A with various separate factories in Brockton 
employing about 4, 000 workers 1 iS: the outstanding model. for the 
community. To all associates of the company, is open a club 
p~an of cooperative benefits. Over 75 per cent of the em-
ployees are members and are entitled to the fallowing:· 
l. Membership in Club. . 
2. Medical Se~vice at Clinic. 
3. Nursing Service at Clinic. 
4. Hospital Beds. 
5. Weekly Sickness and Accident 'rndemni ty 
Life Insurance. 
6. Accidental Death and Dismemberment 
Insurance. 
(The fifth and sixth items will be discussed QDder 
the section on insurance.) 
-----------=-161-
A splendid club-house and park which is the recreational 
center for the members forms a background for encouraging 
mental and physical healthfulness among associates. Situated 
in the club-house are completely equipped medical quarters 
where a practising physician conducts a free health clinic two 
hours daily. Two graduate, registered nurses are in atten-
dance although the assis~tant nurse divides her time between 
the Brookton work a..'Yld that of two other factories of the cor-
poration that are in neighboring towns. 
The records indicate that the associates are availing 
themselves of the advice of the doctor and nurses. The ·aver-
age yearly number· of treatments. at the club clinic during the 
past several years has been over 4,000. Wi th!n the . past yea:r 
36 per cent of the employees went throug~·thip clinic for ad-
vice or treatment, the treatments averaging 2.87 per person. 
-~.:---;·"'--"'·"' 
The number injured from accidents was a very $!JlB.ll, percentage~" 
which made the treatments almost entirely of a.medical rather 
than of an emergency nq.ture. All of the four factories of 
Company .A. have the required emergency rooms while two of 
these buildings have comfortable rest-rooms besides a third 
rest-~oom in the club-house. 
An outstanding feature of the clinic is the establishment 
of a voluntary, physical examination for the prevention of 
illness. In spite of union opposition, and it must be remem-
bered that Brockton is a highly unionized center, ·the idea of 
the physical examination is coming to be accepted by the 
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worker as something for his good to keep him well. Forty-one 
were examined the first year in 192:8, and fifty-four in 1929 
with a considerable waiting list. 
The dir·ectors of Company A have expanded their health 
work by contributing to the maintenance of three free beds at 
the Brockton Hospital. The:·term, H·a free bed 11 , means that 
l:XJ?On the donation of $400.00 annually to the :Brockton 
Hospital, the donating company receives bed, board, and free 
medical attention for occupants for a period of twenty weeks. 
'l'he $400.00·is a.reduced rate for this length of time and does 
not cover the cost of materials and service furnished •. M.edi.;. 
cal att.endance is free. 
Company A's requirements. for hospitalization are not met 
by the three beds, and double the service of this number is 
.12.ought each year. It is a requirement of the hospital that 
-any employee of a company that is financially able to pay the. 
full price of hospital service, must do s:o and, in that way, 
meet his share of the hospital's burden of expense. A man 
injured in the employ of a concern having a free bed, however, 
cannot· be placed in it... The company must pay the full charge 
through his variable insurance premium. In spite of these 
exceptions, 55 associates of Company A received care in free 
beds last year; 35 being surgical cases, .8 medical cases, and 
12. tonsilectomies. (These figures include a few outside cases 
from the two factories in Weymouth and Middleboro.) 
Company :B employs ·1400 people. It also conducts a clinic 
in charge of· a full-time, registered nurse to which a doctor 
comes every day for one and one-half hours. This corporation 
is young in years compared to Company A, and its plan of wel-
fare work drops far below that of the latter. One of the 
reasons given for having. the regular daily services of the 
doctor for this company, is that the insurance premium under 
the Massachusetts Compensation Act is thereby lowered. Of 
course, the motivation of altruism cannot be expected in 
business, and it remains that the personnel did have the 
.~ -
clinic for treatment and advice in acc,-:!:,dent and__llled~gal cases .• 
. 
Col1lpany B contributed to one free bed at the :Brockton 
Hospital; but although they sa-id that not on~y a worker but · 
also one of his' immediate family could- make use. of it, the 
hospital record shows that :tt was not filled for the entire 
twenty-week period during the past year. 
The 1929 policy of Company 0 vrari es so widely from its: 
policy of the preceding thirty years that its previous work 
should be mentioned. This company has always contributed to a 
free bed for employees at the Brockton :m:ospi tal and never re-
fuses to pay for any excess hospital service that is required. 
The health work engages a full-time, registered nurse and, up 
to six months ago, a. physician for two hours a day. 
The old company doctor was a vital part of the institution 
who took care not only of the workers but also of their 
families. He won the confidence of all that came to him or to 
whom he went. Rooms with expensive, modern equipment were 
{ ~. 
) 
\ 
\ 
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furnished a.t the medical clinic, and there ·was talk of es-
tablishing a dental clinic. 
A few years ago death claimed this physician who was a 
pioneer in industrial health work. He was replaced by another 
man whose unsym:pathetic attitude was apparent to the workers. 
Physical examinations were tried in 1925 and 1926, but the 
institution of the new idea was unsuccessful. The numbers at 
the clinic dropped, and the doctor had but little to do. At 
the same time changes had taken place in the executive offices 
of the corporation; curtailment was the note struck to meet 
the increasingly keen competition, and the idle doctor was 
dropped from the payroll •. 
This change was a. blow to the present nurse who has given 
years of service at her post. The constructive, medical pro-
gram·which had been built up through the years has declined 
and partly becaus:e of people out of touch with the ideals of 
industrial health work. As a reminder of an outstanding health 
policy, a chemist is still employed to analyse injurious sub-
. stances. The nurs-e 1 s work is now confined to first aid, but 
along this line she has little to do. During 1929, 26 acci-
dent cases, with ll of them losing time from work, were given 
treatment at the clinic.. All accidents to eyes were treated 
by an eye specialist chosen and paid for by Company C rather 
than allowing employees to find their own eye doctor who might 
be an inferior one. 
The Li ber!Y..._!utu§l Ig~~~.£~ Clini£ 
After the accident cases are given first aid at the 
company r s clinic, they are sent to the clinic of the Liberty 
Mutual Insurance Company at Brockton where they are given 
medical aid. This insurance company s:ells the greater part of 
the Workingmen r s Compensation Insurance covering the shoe in-
dustry in Brockton. · Perhaps its :popularity is due to this 
clinic which has a .registered nurse· in constant attendance an<ill. 
a physician every afternoon. Accident patients may receive 
continued treatment here as long as it is necessary. This 
clinic fu..rnishes a great service to the smaller factories as 
it is far more economical· to send their accident cases to the 
insurance clinic than to any of the hos:pitals in the city. 
The latter alternative, which of course is sometimes necessary, 
means an additional bill for' the employer, while the former 
service is taken care of in the insur'¥lce premfum. 
GROUP II -
-~----
In the second group of establi.sbments are those of the 
smaller proportions. that are fulfilling the health require- -
ments of labor legislation and also giving additional facili-
ties. Companies D, F, G, K, and Mall have either one, two or 
three employees who have completed a Red Cross training course 
in emergency treatmE?nt. D, F, and :M each contribute to one 
free bed at the Brockton Hospital. 
Company K, a manufactur:er of welts·, is ·a smaller estab-
lisbm.ent of 200 workers. The people here axe non-union men on 
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a day rate. Three months ago the ruling was made that all men 
applying for a job must undergo a thorough physical examination. 
The provision works two ways; first, there is a reduction in 
the corporation's liability insurance premium; and s e.cond, the 
new man receives work suited to his physical condition. A man 
with a disability is not refused work if that weakness will not 
affect his task. Company K men receive health literature at 
regular intervals from the insurance company. 
GROUP III 
The remaining establishments, E, H, .J, I, and L, may be 
called Group III. All of these have some employee who could be 
said to have had a. definite course in emergency work although 
that person usually is never called upon to do anything. It 
seems to be the custom for. those insured with the Liberty 
Mutual Company to carry th~ir emergency cases to this community 
clinic with all possible speed. 
S'UIIlTilBXy 
The main health facilities being offeJ:Ie<i these 9700 
Brockton wage-earners are as follows: 
1. In Companies A and B, 5,420 workers, or 56 per cent, 
have the free s;ervices of medical clinics with 
doctors and nurses in charge. 
2. In Company C, 1,200 workers., or 12.4 per cent, are 
entitled to the services of a registered nurse. 
3. There are no professional attendants for 3,000, or 
31.8 per cent, employed in the remaining eleven 
companies. 
4. s:ix of the 14 companies contribute to a free bed a.t 
the Brockton Hospital. This means that 7,755, or 80 
per cent, of the 9,700 industrial workers have ac-
cess to free hospitalization. 
GRODP INSURANCE AliD MUTUAL AID 
IN BROCKTON C OMP iliTIES 
Separate consideration will be given to each company re-
garding any plan of group insurance or mutual aid adopted 
against sickness, accident, and death. General estimates say 
that one person out of every four loses time through illness 
l 
or accident every year and tha.t three-fifths of all lost time 
2 
is caused by sickness. The specific figures: on the Brockton 
chronic disease s;urvey showed that an average rate of 70 
wage~earriers out of every thousand have a chronic illness; that 
1.8 months is the average time lost by all individuais with 
chronic illnes.s; and that 5.27 months is the average time lost 
by all individuals with chronic illness who actually los\. time .. 
Q.omp~ 
In Company A protection through grouv-t.nsu;;tance is one of 
the benefits of associates belonging to the Club~Plan of Co-
~- ,_- ----
operative Benefits. Under this plan the greatest amount=-of , <:;., 
insurance is offered at a minimum cost. Most of the cost is 
borne by the associates, but the company itself adds a liber-
al contribution. The plan involves weekly sickness and acci-
dent indemnity, life insurance, and accidental death and dis-
memberment insurance. 
Q_la§.f!ification_Q[.~~;qefits 
Any associate may select the class of benefits desired, 
l. Walkover Club Plan of Cooperative Benefits, Page 9 
2. Douglas Pamphlet, Page 1· 
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provided the amount of weekly indemnity does not exceed two-
:. ~ . "\ . 
thirds of the average pay received., In all classes weekly 
dues include membership in the club, medical and pursing at 
the clinic, and access- to free hos:pita~ization. 
1 
ttCLASS ONE--Weekly Dues $0.25 
1. Weekly Sickness: and Accident Indemnity $8 
2. Life Ins:uranc e 500 
CLASS TWO--Weekly Dues $0.35 
1. Weekly S:ickness and Accident Indemnity $12 
2. Life Insurance 500 
3. Accidental Death and Dismemberment 
Insurance 250 
4. Total Ind.emni ty by Acc·idental Death 750 
GLASS THREE--Weekly Dues $0.45 
1 .. Weekly S'ickness and Accident Indemnity 
. 2 .~ Lif.e-Tnsu-r.ance 
- 3. Acc:L-a~nt8:£ Dea-t;n,_.c2and Dismemberment 
<=-4.-· Tatar Indemnity _by ~coidental Death 
~-
CLASS FOUR--Weekly Dues $0.55 
<::.";.~-1.- .VIlee12hy sibkness: and Accident Indemnity 
::::.~ 2. 'Li fe.::I-.11 s-U-r-an c e 
3. Accidental Death and Dismemberment 
Insurance 
4. Total LDdemni ty by Accidental Death 
CLASS FIVE-·-Weekly Dues. $0.65 
1. Weekly Sickness and Accident Indemnity 
2. Life Insurance 
3. Accidental Death and Dismemberment 
Insurance 
4. Total Indemnity by Accidental Death 
ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS INSURANCE 
$16 
500 
1,000 
$20 
500 
750 
1,250 
$24 
500 
1,000 
l,500 11 
The accident and sickness insurance was open to all em-
1. Walk-Over Club Plan, Page 3 
~-
1 
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For· ~OS.@: of -~.~ 
l:··~ 
Life The Principal Sum - .\7'. 
Both Rands or Both Feet 
or Sight of Both Eyes The Principal Sum 
One. Hand and One Foot The Principal Sum 
One Ha.nd or One Foot One-half the Principal· Sum 
One eye One-half the Principal Sum" 
The foregoing accident insurance is not to 'be confused 
with the compensation insurance required 'by the state la.w 
covering thos;e who are hurt or injured in the course of their 
employment. In order that the claim will 'be classified cor-
reetly, Qonipany A_has an inves.tigator as well as the ins.urance 
company. Payment for loss of time under compensation insurance 
starts on- the- eighth day after the injury is sustained. If the 
- ''::..;:_c:;-_ 
injury lasts· beyond twenty-eight days, then the first seven 
days' lost time will be included in the compensation. Each as-
sociate losing time because of an accident, receives medical 
attention for two weeks from the date of the injury. If an as-
sociate receiv~s an injury 'but does not lose any time from his 
work, that ass.ociate may receive medical attention for two 
weeks from any. recognizred physician from the date that he is 
injured. If medical attention is necessary beyond that time, 
the associate may attend the clinic maintained by the company 
at no expense to him. 
ttAccording to law, compensation insurance is based on two-
thirds of the average weekly wage, with a maximum of $18 a week 
and a minimum of $9 a week. The average weekly wage is com-
puted by taking the average pay for 52 weeks prior to the date 
-------------------~------------------------------------------
l. Walk-Over Club Plan, Page 16 
l 
" 
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1 
of in.fury. 11 
Records show that about $100,000 have been distributed in 
health and death benefits during the past three years. Seventy-
five :per cent of the individuals of this company are covered by 
some one of the classes of group insurance. About 350 in 192'8 
received the s.ickness insurance. There is no age limit affect-
ing .the applicant for insurance, but there is a stipulation 
that a person must be in good health. That excludes the chronic 
sufferer; or if a chronic ill;ness is develo:p~d later, the 
clause holds that n·an associate having collected thirteen weeks 
. -
indemnity for a chronic disease will not be covered thereafter 
2 
for a recurrence of that :particular disease. 11 
COMPA1TY C 
For the past seven months Company C has made use of a 
form of group insurance to supersede its old mutual aid plan. 
This insurance is protection against sickness which occurs 
after the policy becomes effective and accidents which are sus-
tained away from work. Weekly payments are made beginning with 
the eighth day of disability and continuing up to a limit of 
thirteen weeks for each case of disability. 
A 
:s 
G 
D 
E 
F 
G 
CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFITS 
Weekl:E ~fits 
$3.00 
6.00 
9.00 
12.00 
I5 .. 00 
18.00 
24.00 
$0.25 
.50 
.75 
1.00 
1.25 
1.50 
2.00 
-------------------------------------------------------------
1. Walk-Over Club Plan, Page 2,0 
2. Walk-Over Club Plan, Page 10 
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The employees to the extent of 50 per cent are now en-
rolled in some one of these classes:. Employees under fifty 
years of age may enroll in any of the above classes in ac-
cordance with the schedule, understanding that in the event of 
75 per cent -enrollment of employees being secured, the members 
under fifty will then be limited to electing indemnity in any 
class not exceeding two-thirds of their salary or wage. 
Until 75 per cent enrollment is S'ecured, benefits in 
Class A and B only, may be elected by those sixty years of age 
and over. Those from fifty to fifty-nine inclusive, may 
select benefits in Classes A, B, or C. 
H]Jach employee will receive an individual policy, and in 
case of leaving the. service of the company this policy may be 
continued in any new employment without ·increase in rate, pro-
·-·.;.... 
viding· dl:l~~ ai;;oe seJi_t regula~::1-Y to:_ the i:rcsura~ce company office. 
:-, ~ 
:-M_~he~w rs no medical examination requir-ed in order to ob-
tain the iqJ3p::rance...!.-~ E?ch em~loy.~e wil-~ be covered, from the 
'-_.' '.~I 
date the insurance~hecomes ·. @fect='i-ve against all disability 
which arises from conditions which have their beginning after 
the date elf the policy .provided he or she is in good health and 
active service on date when insurance begins, and in event 75 
:per cent enrollment is secured, all accidents and all sickness 
1 
will be covered." 
It is to be noted that this. insura,nce is borne entirely by 
the employees. At the present time the age of the older em-
ployees acts as a direct limitation on the amount of insurance 
-------------------------------------------------------------
l. Benef·it Plan of theW. L. Douglas Shoe Co., Page 4 
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trAll for only 60 cents a week--the Company paying 
the balQ<nce of the entire net cost. tt 
Total and Per:manent Disability Benefits 
n-rf you become totally and permanently disabled due to 
sickness, or accident from any cause anywhere contracted while 
the ins.urance is in force and prior to age 60, the Metropolitan, 
. . 
after receipt of due proof, will pay to you, yourself, the 
amount of your Life Insurance., in regular monthly installments 
commencing three months after receipt of due proof of such 
dis.abili ty. 
ttThese payments continue during s;uch disability, . until 
the entire amount ha.s been paid, but if death occurs during 
disability, any installments remaining unpaid will be paid to 
the beneficiary. During such disability the Life Insurance 
premiums are waived • 
._.,---.. ·-
In the event of recovery from disability, 
,~he remaining unpaid balance constitutes the insurance from 
then on. 11 
Weekly Sickness Benefits 
n-m case you are unable to work because of any sickness 
and are ~Dder the care of a physician, the indicated Weekly 
Benefit will be payable to you beginning with the ·eighth day 
of disability and continuing, during the period of disability, 
up to a maximum of thirteen weeks for any one disability. 
WeeklUQ!!.:.Q.ccupational Acc·ident Benefits 
n·rn case you are unable to work because of an accident 
away from work and are under the care of physician, the in-
dica.ted Weekly _Benefit will be payable to you beginning with 
·--:c.:_--: 
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the eighth day of disability and continuing during the period 
of disability, up to a maximum of thirteen weeks for any one 
disability. 
~~"These Non-occupational Accident Benefits will in no way 
conflict with, nor take the place of the benefits payable 
under any Workmen 1 s Compensation Law or Act. 
Health Literature 
-----------------
11 From time to time the Metropolitan will distribute to em-
ployees insured under this plan valuable booklets containing 
practical instructions on health, disease prevention and 
hygiene. This service is provided entirely free to insured 
l 
employees.u 
COMPANY B 
Company B which maintains the second lar.gest personnel 
among the shoe factories in :Brockton,-has an extremely in-·-· .· 
adequate form of mutual aid covering only the men in the cut-
ting room. The organiz.ation, called 11 The Cutters 1 Sick Relief 
Associationn has a private fund within the factory with which 
the employers have no connection. When this started in 1916, 
cutters of all ages could join, nut now the age limit is 
forty.:..five yea.rs. There are about @0 members at the present 
time composed of 90 per cent of the male cutters in the cut-
ting room. Dues are five cents a week, and the benefit for 
s·ickness of ten dollars a week starts on the firs.t day of the 
illness and continues for 13 weeks. The plan is on an unstable 
~~~----------------------------------------------------------
l. Barbour Welting Company Booklet, Pages 2 and 3 
financial basis, and the treasury has been without funds 
several times during its life. Membership in this association 
does not cease even after leaving this particular company pro-
vided dues are paid regularly. 
The remaining 1310 workers for this concern are entirely 
without any form of mutual or company protection that might be 
found in their place of employment. When death or a misfortune 
comes to a fellow-emp]._oyee_, a. collec_tion is taken up in the 
factory room. This SG-rt of aid is·csmall,:·s:pasmodic, and un-
certain and is a case of the bl·ind leading the blind. 
·-----· 
In C_o_mp<?,ny· D, the fourth in size, sickness is supposed to 
. '/ 
be taken care o£ from the surplus of the lunch fund. The sur-
plus in the treasury is zero. 
The employees of Company J support a fund among them-
sel'!es. A small fee 'eriti tles members to seven dollars a week 
benefit for sickness over a period of ten weeks. The money is 
given as soon as tlie absentee member shows a doctor's 
certificate. 
CompanyM, one of the smaller factories with about 150 
employees, has a similar fund for sickness among a certain 
group of its workers. · 
The remaining companies under consideration have no mutual 
aid or insurance plan. 
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Summary 
COMPANIES WITH GROUP INSURAlifCE 
}Tame Number of }lumber Rate 
Employees Insured Insured 
A 402'0 3000 75% 
c 1200 600 50% 
K 200 _±_~Q. 90%, 
Total 5420 3780 70% 
·--~~~~-: ·-;~ .· 
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Summary 
Name 
A 
c 
K 
Total 
Name 
B 
J 
M 
Total 
COMPANIES WITH GROUP INS UR.Al\fCE 
Number of J?lumber 
Employees Insured 
402'0 3000 
1200 600 
200 180 
5420 3780 
.COMPANIEW WITH MUTUAL AID 
Number of 
Employees 
· 100 (cutters) 
22:5 
l5Q. 
' 475 
NUm:ber 
Insured 
90 
168 
100 
358 
~-~----...;;,.._ 
Rate 
Insured 
75% 
50% 
gQLf 
70% 
Rate 
Insured 
90% 
75% 
£~ 
75% 
Using 9700 as the base, ab-out--39% '""are ~:Protected under a. -
-~~-~ ·~ ' . 
group insurance plan and nearly 4% JJn<ter mutual ·aid .. 
~- ~- . -· - --- -- ~ ----· 
Company A expressly states. that 1tany c(fis.ociate Jia;.:ing::: 
'-:.. . .,___,_. 
collected thirteen weeks indemnity for a. chronic disease will 
:hot be covered thereafter for a -recurrence of that ];>articular 
disease. Company C's insurance applies only to illness contract-
ed· after the policy goes into effect! All of.the campanies 
give as a maximum thirteen weeks for any one disability. 
The exte.nt to which the industries of Brockton are sharing 
the burden of the chronic, sick and aged, is as. follows: 
l. Over one-half of the workers in the establi sbments 
considered, have access to medical clinics for a.d-
vice or treatment. -Theaidgiven by the doctors 
.-~-
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and nurses is primarily for acute cases. Chronic 
cases are taken care of in acute attacks. All 
workers may receive from thes-e clinics practical 
instructions on health, disease prevention, and 
hygiene. 
2 .•. An additional one-eighth of the workers are 
~entitled to the services of a regis:t_ered nurse. 
3. The remaining one-third have no free services of 
professional attendants. --------------
4. About four-fiftg~§:;y:_:g~~f~~_g~spitalization 
at the Brockton Hos;pi tal--provided the number of 
patients at any one time is not too large. 
5. Thirty-nine per cent are covered by group in-
surance with a s.ick benefit for thirteen weeks, 
but sixteen per cent of these may receive bene-
fit only if the illness is contracted after the 
policy goes ~nto effect. 
6. Four per cent are enrolled in a mutual aid 
plan. 
7 _. The la.rgest shoe manufacturing company has 
started to give voluntary phys:ical examinations. 
The welting company requires a physical exam-
ination in order to enter its service. The · 
records of these examinations, in time, will 
furnish statistics on chronic illnesses of 
workers. At present they are too insufficient 
to consider. 
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CHAPTER VII 
PRIVATE AGENCIE~ SHARE IN HEALTH WORK 
The c·osts of illness borne by private agencies, other 
than industry, are on the shoulders of insurance companies, 
fraternal orders, lodges, trade unions, and social organiz:a-
tions that support hospitals, dispensaries, clinics and the 
visiting nurs-es t association. 
VOLUNTARY INSURAlTCE P~AUS ::::::/ 
~' ·- ->-~=~~ 
The debts of illness, operations and death, eli well· as 
·-. 
provision for old age may be met by the individual :paying for 
an insurance which distributes the risk over a larger group. 
It seems that if the majority of :persons invested a small 
number of dollars in premiums the entire problem created by 
sickness could be cared for. :But the idea-of systematic 
savings: or a voluntary insurance plan has difficulties. The 
percentage of :people in the United S:tates carrying health in-
surance is very small. Thousancls of war :veteraxrs have dropped 
policies that could be carried at the most favorable rates. 
The Massachusetts. Savings :Bank System offers old age annuities 
a.t greatly reduced premium, but a.t the end of 1926, after 
practically eighteen years' existence of the fund, only about 
1 
400 persons had invested in these annuities. 
FRATERNAL ORDERS AND LODGEa 
Fraternal Orders and Lodges have lost much ground, and 
many have failed financially during the past 15 or 20 years. 
Included among the services of most of those still flourishing, 
is a weekly sick benefit to their incapacitated members. 
2 
Among fraternal orders, 8 out of every 100 pay pensions. 
TRADE illTIONS 
..,__ -" 
Trade Unions~ar.e':more vital to the worker than fraternal 
organizations or lodges. Brockton, the special field of in-
vestigation, is a highly unionized center. In this instance, 
the :Boot and Shoe Workersr Union can be used nicely to il-
lustrate the relation of the worker to a trade union. To 
work in the Brockton shoe factories on must be a member of the 
Boot and Shoe Workers' Union. Consequently, all of the 
skilled labor force of shoe-workers in the thirteen factories 
under consideration are members of this Union. The Union pro-
vides the only form of health protection available to about 
38 per cent of the 9500 wage-earners in these shoe factories. 
It furnishes the only protection that actually covers about 
58 per cent of the shoe-workers of the Brockton survey. 
Regulations that affect the health or economic statue of the 
worker are mentioned below. 
-----------~-------------------------------------------------
1. 
2. 
ttThe Challenge of the Aged 11 A .. Epstein 
11 The Challen_ge of the Aged 11 ·A. Epstein 
Page 159 
Page 197 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKER t IDHO:N' 
Eligible members are males and females over sixteen years 
of age working in the shoe industry. The initial fee to join 
the union is two dollars, and the weekly dues are thirty-five 
cents. In return the worker is protec.ted by a sick benefit 
and a disability benefit. The following is a concise quotation 
from the constitution of the union in regard to sick 
1 
benefits: 
be paid to any member who has been six months continuously in 
good standing according to the records at headquarters, and 
who is, by reason of sickness or disability, unable to work, 
provided, 
rtThat no benefito:::Shall_be paid for the first seven days 
.. ---,......--
af1er illness or disability~s reported to the local financial 
&ecretary; 
< •• 
tt~at such ::::,~llne-ss or dis.a.bili ty was not caused by in-
temperance, debauchery, immoral conduct, or by memberts 01.m 
act; 
uThat not more than thirteen weeks' sick benefit be pa.id 
to any one member during one year; 
ttThat members affli£tef!:_Ei th QE_§_Ubj_ect_iQ_an;y__f!J.sea~ 
or disabilit~~_Qr ov~£_£ixt~ar·s~Qf~g~t tim~_of_i~iiia-
or reinstatemen~ shall be eligible to half benefits onl~, ex-
cept on claims filed where the illness or disability is not 
due directly or indirectiy to the disease or disability with 
------------------------------------------------~-~----------
1. Constitution of the Boot and Shoe Workerst Union, Page 40 
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which the member was afflicted or subject to at the time of 
initiation or reinstatement; 
MThat applicants for sick benefits must be under the care 
of a regular.physician. 
Conditions of disability benefit are as follows: 
Sect. 78. ''Any member who, through sickness or disability, 
is unable to follow his or her occupation at the trade for two 
years) and has drawn two years, or twenty-six weeks' benefits in 
all, upon filing of the third claim, shall draw a disability 
benefit of one hundred dollars ($100. 00)) -which shall relieve 
-· - ---
the Union from further claims for-sick or death benefits. This 
also to apply to members who may be insane or for any other 
reason become a State charge. 
"Members afflicted with or subject to any disease or dis-
ability, or over sixty years of age at the time of initiation or 
reinstatement~ shall be eligible to half benefits only, except 
on claims where the illness or disability is not due directly or 
indirectly to the disease or disability with which the member 
was afflicted, or subje_ct to, at the time of initiation or re-
instatement." 
Summarizing, a benefit of $5.00 per week for thirteen 
weeks is paid to sick members. Members over sixty years of age 
at the time of initiation or reinstatement or those with a 
chronic illness receive $2.50 per week for not more than 
thirteen weeks after the first seven days. 
....___ -· 
f 
f 
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HEALTH WORK OF SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS 
In Brockton all funds for private relief work are con-
tributed annually to the Community Chest. Brockton business 
men are leaders in making generous donations to help the sick 
and needy in the community. The money is divided in a number of 
ways 1 but the two 'most important are the care of the sick and 
aged and the family relief. For the first purpose a percentage 
of the total receipts of the Community Chest is given to the 
Brockton Hospital, Visiting Nurse Association, and the Wales 
Home for th~L__Ag~d. 'J;'he _family relief is divided into five 
-~-, -"?"*'--,. . ---:--·<:"-
pa_rts: c~atltolic- Char-;i:;--ties I Fg,niily Welfare Assooiation, J"ewish 
Chari ties, Red Cross., and Sal -y-~~iQD~Army. The people who are 
,; -~----
helped-_ thro1Jgh fam-ily-~rei:Lef a:r_e mcostly charity cases' but the 
Brockt"on Ho-si;i t<H and-the Visiting Nurse Association de?-ls 
constantly with the problems of the wage-earner's family at 
nominal charges. The Brockton Hospital is treated in the next 
chapter as a public institution. Here the work of the Visiting 
Nurse Association is outlined. 
Visiting Nurse Association 
The Brockton Visiting Nurse Association is an efficient 
organization employing a supPTintendent, 2 field supervisors, 
14 staff nurses, 2 substitute nurses and 2 clerks. This 
association does all the public health nursing of the City 
Health Department. 
Nursing care is provided for maternity, obstetrical, 
surgical and medical cases and for tubercular and contagious 
diseases. Infant welfare work is connected with the work of 
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the City Health Department. In collaboration with the 
Brockton Rospi tal a :pre-natal clinic is maintained. Pre-
natal classes, not attended by a. :physician are also held 
weekly at the Visiting Nurse Association headquarters. 
The Plymouth County Tuberculosis Association combines its 
work with the Board of Health Tuberculosis Dispensary, and in 
addition, it :provides some funds for the infant welfare work 
of the Visiting Nurse Association. Through this agepcy, milk 
is obtained for the nutrition work. conducted in the schools. 
A Red Cross nutrition worker in the schools organizes 
nutrition classes and manages other educational health work • 
. · § un:rrrl§!EY 
Private agencies help to distribute the cost of illness 
ov-er a large group ~hereby lifting :pa.rt of the burden from 
the individual. The trade union :plays a large :part in the 
life of the Brockton s·hoe-worker. The trade union :provides 
the sole form o·f health insurance for 38 :per. cent of the 9500 
employees surveyed. This means a benefit of $5.00 a week to 
sick members and $2.50 a week to those with chronic illness. 
The value of the Visi t.ing Nur.se Ass;ocia tion cannot be 
over-estimated in its services to t.he group that cannot af-
ford a full-time, :private nurse. Its clinical work and 
visits to shut-in :patients is of great value. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SRARE OF THE BURDEN BY PUBLIC AGENCIES, 
The health work by the public through governmental 
. agencies may be divided into two p:arts. The first division 
maybe classified as constructive ·and c·orrective; the s.econd 
division, as providing for thos;e already r:uffering from health 
dia-orders. 
- Under both sections the activities of the State, County 
arid City have direct bearing on the physical condition of the 
--· industrial workers of Brockton. State labor legislation and 
the work of State and City Health departments will be briefly 
reviewed in the succeeding paragraphs. 
LABOR LEGISLATION 
The advantages accruing from Massachusetts statutes on 
labor legislation affect ma.terially the health and safety of 
the industrial worker.. Among the functions of the Department 
o:f Labor and Industries are: the protection of employees 
against processes. in industry dangerous to health; provision 
of ventilation where irritant dusts and fumes prevail; en-
forcement of statutes concerning sanitation; safeguarding of 
, 
l 
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hazardous machinery; maintenance of :proper temperature and 
adequate lighting; and provision of pure drinking water. A 
specific illustration applying to the shoe industry can be 
found in the provision that goggles and shields are to be 
furnished to men in plants where metal and mineral particles 
are struck off on abrasive wheels and where the eyes need to 
be :protected 'from acids. 
FIRST-AID TREATMENT 
All factories must abide by the law concerning first-aid 
-r----
ti'.§.~~JB:en~. The main s:ection of the law is as fallows:: 
"·The requirements for the care of employees injured or 
t~aken ~til ~u, industrial establishments provide that in every 
manufacturing or mechanical establishment employing one hun-
dred or more persons at least one first aid or emergency room 
J 
suitably l(!J)cated and :properly heated shall be provided in 
which those injured or taken ill upon the premises may receive 
first-aid treatment. Such a room is required to be placed in 
the charge of a qualified nurse or other :person trained in and 
competent to administer first aid, and this person must be 
employed on the premises on call when necessary to render this 
service. Certain equipment is required in this connection 
for the special purpose of preventing infection of slight in-
juries. 
u'For the purpose of maintaining proper standards in the 
l. Annual Report of the Department of Labor and Industries, 
Page 23 
i 
~ 
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firs.t~aid treatment of injuries, persons employed in this work 
are required to present a written statement of a reputable 
physician or a diploma. from some authorized source, indicating 
that they are qualified to render first;aid treatment as re-
quired by the rules and regulations. 
"Proper records of all cases given first-aid treatment 
are to be kept accurately and to be available for examination 
by the inspection ferce of the Labor Department. n· 
EMPLOYERS t LI.AEILITY UJSURANCE 
While the Department o:f- Labor and Industries is engaged 
in preventative and constructive work, the Depa.rtment of 
Industrial Accidents is engaged in enforcing the Workingmen t s 
Compensation Law in regard to accideY:lts occurring during the 
performance of work for an employer. The consequences of 
this law in making employers realize their obligations to em-
ployees, are vital. In many cases i:t has been the initial 
force starting personnel work of an extepsive nature, or in 
other instances the employer has. gone a s.tep further than re-
quired in order to keep insurance premiums down to a minimum. 
Although there is a negative side to industrial legislation 1 
the majority of workers have a decidedly improved status 
through its operation. A greater degree of safety is main-
tained in the factories; working hours have been reduced; the 
sweat shop, eliminated; and the general education of the 
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worker in regard to his rights has been increased. 
The State Public Health Department is serving the 
citizens by a constant endeavor to prevent and reduce sickness 
of all descriptions. State laboratories also have been doing 
an increasing volume of business in the diagnosis and control 
of disease. 
PUBLIC SERVICE HT BROOKTON 
In the municipality the public health work is carried on 
by the board of health. In Brockton the board is compos:;ed of 
three members, two physicians employed on a part-time basis 
and a third man on a full-time basis serving as' the executive 
officer. In addition, the staff includes three office 
workers, a bacteriologist, a milk inspector who is assisted 
by two laboratory technicians, a. dairy inspector and clerk, 
three inspectors of slaughtering, an inspector of food, and 
an inspector of plumbing and sanitation •. 
HEALTH OF THE SCHOOL CHILD 
The personnel responsible for the school health work 
includes four part-time physicians, two full-time nurses, a 
half-time dentist and a full-time dental nurse. Examinations 
of school children are made only once in the fifth grade 
during their school career, but children in other grades who 
are known to be physically defective may be selected for 
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special examinations by the school physician. A uniform 
record form recommended ·by the State Department of Education 
has been adopted. All children are weighed by the teachers 
every two months and records sent to their parents. The 
school dental clinic is open every forenoon f>or corrective 
work but no educational work is done by either dentist or 
nurse in the school rooms. An open-air school is conducted 
for underweights, and there are two nutrition classes in the 
schools. 
PUBLIC FAC ILIT I.ES FOR THE CARE OF THE SICK 
The State offers facilities for all mental cases. In the 
counties there are hospitals for tubercular and cancer·patients. 
Waiting lists show these institutions for the chronic sick to 
~,c be filled to capacity. The only place within Brockton itself' 
---
---for the chronic sick is the City Infirmary which has only the 
most down-and-out cases of human wreckage. 
The Brockton Hospital by its charter is a public but not 
a municipal institution. $oon after its establishment, how-
ever, the City of Brockton began to make annual appropriations 
to be applied towards compensation for service rendered by the 
hospital to res.idents of the city who were vrholly, or in part, 
unable to pay. For several years the amount of the appropria-
tion made has been $25,000. The rest of the money needed to 
maintain the hospitalrs policy of service to all Brockton 
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residents, regardless of their abilit:y: to pay, is made up from 
the Community Funds campaigns a.nd the income from the hospital's 
end.owmen t fund . 
Chronic cases requiring continued treatment are not taken 
in the hospital. The ordinary hospital has no room for in-
·cura.bles. The out-patient depa.rtment 1 though, reaches many 
of the chronic cases through its clinical work. 
The following clinics are now conducted: Baby and 
Children's Clinic, Cystoscopy Clinic, Diabetic Clinic, 
Fracture Clinic, Hay Fever and Asthma Clinic, Mental Hygiene 
Clinic, Pre-natal Clinic:/RacG.um (Jlini~, Surgical and Medical· 
-- ' . .~ ' -
Clinic, Venereal Disease Clinic and Massage Clinic. A State 
Cancer Clini_c wa~::'authoxized __ by the·· 'I::rRsteJ~s' i.n 1929 -and is 
--~. 
in the process of develG"~ment .. Many extra clinics are held in 
the spring and summer when children's tonsil cases are treated 
free of charge. 
The out-patient department renders very distinct services: 
1. Diagnosis and treatment are furnished at a very mod-
erate cost to persons ·who ·cannot afford to employ a physiciBl'l . 
2. Systematic follow-up care is available to ex-house 
patients. 
3. In the night, out-patient or emergency service is pro-
vided whereby any person may secure medical or surgical at-
tention at a time when physicians' offices are closed. 
The total number of patients treated in 1928, including 
.-92-
3,651 out-patients, totalled 6,046. A waiting list is con-
stantly on file. 
~IICIPAL CLTITIC 
A weekly baby and aduLt clinic is conducted at the City 
Hall free of charge. All nursing service is provided by the 
Visiting Nurse Association. The Brockton Tuberculosis 
D..ispensary operated by the Board of Health, is open two ·hours 
a week. LD addition, a three-hour consultation clinic is con-
ducted once a month. The nurses have the duty of visiting 
the homes to instruct people living in contact with tuberculosis 
cases. 
Tb.e health of the Brockton worker ~has. been fortified to 
-- - _.- . -.,.,_.;;::; . 
__ ..:--:'- . .-.-.....-. -~ 
,-~-
Home l-ife is 
·-.,.._ 
State institutions take 
r-•-., 
car e of certain tY:J;res o:t:=:Chronic .s~icJqtass; :Provisions for the 
other cases must be rnad~~t home o?/thr~gh private institu-
tions. Clinics are becoming the· popular recourse of the 
chronic sufferer of restricted means. 
I 
l 
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CHAPTER IX 
THE INADEQ,UACY OF THE PRESENT SYSTEY OF C.ARE FOR 
THE SICK 
It remains here to consider whether or not the sum total 
of the workerts available resources represented by wages and 
additional :private and :public facilities are sufficient t@ 
meet the costs of keeping his body fit to ear·n a livelihood 
and of receivi:gg ca,re- in:~i~...oJ .. d age. 
Wage~s in -themselves, :.:have-:.....been~shovm to be on too low a 
l,_evel~-t_o :provide savings for sickness and:· old age contingencies, 
---- --- ·, ~ .. -,_· ---- - ~ -..,.,'·,. < 
yet th.e dis:prc!portfon- that epsts he~een ~wages and the cost of 
medical care m;st be met. Is industry satisfactorily filling 
the health and old ag~ needs through other means than wages? 
The case of the ::Broc·kt onian will be cited. 
Labor conditions in Brockton a.re harmonious; wages of the 
worker in that city are normal; there has been little unem-
ploym.ent during the past two years. Statistics show that over 
half of the indus.trial population surveyed have the free ser-
vices of industrial medical clinics with doctors and nurses in 
charge. Workers may receive from these clinics practical 
instructions on health, disease prevention and hygiene. About 
-·94.;.. 
80 :percent of these workers have access to free hospitalization 
through the :provisions of their employers. Group insurance 
with· a sick benefit of 13 weeks covers 3g: per cent, but 16 :per 
cent of these may receive henefi t only if the illness is con-
tracted after the policy goes into effect. 
As the population surveyed constitutes 80 per cent of 
those employed in manufacturing :plants, the es.timate can be 
made that approximately 40 per cent of the entire industrial 
population that works in :Sro ckton is fortunate in having access 
to free industrial medical service. This, of course, is far 
-·--- 'fr9:i:n being a~complete health service, but it helps in many 
-- ..:....._- - ----~; _.-"-
cases. The free hospital facilities also offered employees is 
~-
very liberal_as-_the \~rger ·establishments have a custom of 
' _ __.-·. - ,.- -~, ·.,.,-
sl{bscribing "j;~o- free beds at the Brockton Hospital. Brockton 
industrialists are classified as better than a.verage in their 
attempt to care for the hea.l th of' the actual worker. Most of 
these services are for the worker himself; his family must 
s:eek its medical aid elsewhe:t;'e. 
How do the s:o-called old-age employees fare in :Sr oakton? 
Are they better or worse off than in other communi ties? No 
company admitted a definite age limit in hiring. Over half of 
the workers surveyed are employed by establishments that en-
deavor to keep their old employees. while they are useful. It 
is the smaller companies where the older employees are the 
most evident. When the time comes that the :Srocktonian can no 
longer hold his job, however, his situation is precarious and 
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unprovided for. After industry has drained his physical 
vigor he becomes a burden on his relatives, or without family 
ties, he enters the almshouse. Of all the retired workers in 
:Brockton only 21 were drawing p.ensions from any of the 14 
companies surveyed. No establishment had a definite pension 
plan which provided for all of' the workers upon their reach-
ing a certain age. Thus Broc·kton in unison with the general 
policy of other industrial communities, definitely closes the 
door when the worn-out worker is sick and has "become depen-
dent. 
Chronic disabilities mount steadily after 45 years of 
age and the worker 1 s expectation of money to meet the bills, 
diminishes even more steadily. The treasurer of the Brockton 
Hospital says, ttThere is no denying the fact that there was a 
larger number of patients who could not pay their hospital 
1 
bills in 1928 than was the ca.se in 192'7. 11 
INDUSTRYtS FIELD IN HEALTH WORK 
From the foregoing it is clear that the health of many 
workers is not cared for at their place of employment, while 
few indeed have any chance of receiving an industrial pension 
in their declining years. 
Should these manufacturing corporations attempt to give 
increased care to their own sick and the aged in their un-
productive period of life? The present system of inadequa10y 
-------------------------------------------------------------
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is destructive of industrial efficiency, and the lack of a 
plan of aged relief has a sinister effect upon the great num-
"bers of younger wage-earners. Should and is-industry in a 
position to handle the "burden? This question will be dis-
cussed under three topics: 
l. Is Industrial Medical Service Desira"ble? 
2. Is Industrial Group Insurance Desira"ble? 
3. Are Industrial Pensions Practica"ble? 
Before answering the first question· it is necessary to 
realize the requirements of an ideal plan of medical service. 
Adequate medical care demands the com"bined services_of 
physician, surgeon, s;pecialist, la."boratory, nurse, hospital, 
and pharmacy .. __ ~ The __ :tlealth of the individual must "be supervised 
when:.he is-well, and care must "be given when he is sick. Not 
only must medical care "be prov.ided for the worker out also for· 
his dependent Tamily, "bec~use, quoting Dr. 0 'Neil in the 
·-,. -· --
Journal of the .American Medical Association, 11 the family is 
a "biologic and economic unit dependipg for support on the wage 
of the individual and profoundly influencing his earning 
1 
power. n 
Any adequate :plan would assume· extensive proportions; and 
the only pra.c tical, economical method of furnishing medical 
care would "be through an organized, medical service. Any :plan 
must be flexible and should be charged to the group that is 
benefited. 
-------------------------------~-----------------------------
l. Journal American Medical Ass·ociation, Nov. 17, 1928 
Page 15-16 
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If one considered that the industrialists themselves 
would reap the prime benefits of such ::a plan through the 
added efficiency of the workers, the expense of medical ser-
vice should appear as an operating expense on the company's 
profit and loss statement. Such an idea of wholly free med-
ical service has been tried out in one large shoe-making 
c-enter and has been found to be workable. The birth rate is 
more than double than for the surrounding vicinity. 
Another faction in favor of industrial facilities be-
lieve that the recipient of the benefits should make at least 
a partial payment for the care. This is the opinion of 
Dr. T. R. Crowder of Chicago, employed by the Pullman Company, 
who thinks it illldesirable for an indu.stry to take over the 
medical care of the employees 1 families or even the full care 
1 
of the employee himself except on a basis of payment. 
It is apparent on its face that adequate industrial pro-
visions loom to large proportions and only large corporations 
with a firm financial standing could manage such a scheme. 
Small concerns with less; than 100 employees still employ the 
majority of the wage-earners in the United States; therefore, 
it is impracticable to look for medical centers in small 
companies. Indus_trial medical work no.w being done is good and 
not to be discouraged; but competitive industry is too keen 
to expect the small produeer to add to his operating- expenses· .. 
It might be suggested that all companies subscribed to 
---------------------------------------------~---------------
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hospital beds and at least give their employees free hospital-
izg;tion if there were a necessity for such service. :But f'ree 
hospita.liz:ation would not leave all parties satisfied. A 
loss is incurred by the hospital for every f'ree-bed patient. 
The financial footing of the hospital rendering the service 
would be weakened if the number of these industrial patients 
increased. This method of hospitaliza.tion is financially un-
sound and the hospital needs of the family dependent on the 
worker could not be met on this basis. 
_Industry has a duty to participate in health work but its 
fl.eid- ·should be primarily in preventative work and secondarily 
in curative work.-o~-.::A.ll industries should support a study of the 
caus~s and sources of sickness that arise out of the industry 
i ts.elf; and, following that, efforts- should be bent on the 
working out of remedies of these disorders. Dr. Louis I. 
Harris of New York says that pres.ent industrial, ·medical 
practice does not go far enough in its investigations to learn 
how to prevent the workers in an industry from developing bad 
l 
health. All industries. should supplement their preventative 
work with compulsory, physical examinations at regular inter-
vals. :By this means the supervision of health begun in the 
schools, could be continued with systematic regularity. This 
practice would necessitate a little educa.tional work but in a 
short time the workers would begin to see the beneficial re-
sul ts in their o'i!vn lives. 
--~---------------------------------------------~------------
l. .Journal American Medical Association Page 1518 
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-~J//J, 
IS INDUSTRIAL GROUP INSUR.JUTCE DESIRABLE?..,(\~'~.::_- -,( 
:~"Y/ . .r-·df;~: .· .: 
.::~ :;. ~ 
Group insurancte has taken a tremendous ~ld wi-:t.hi7:f. the .~~ 
past ten years. Dr. Louis I. Dublin in his b\k ··~~i~l~ and 
~\.::- ~- ~ --~ . 
Wealth'r estimates that half a million wage-ear ,~:s_~ow~=-at~~ 
~~"' ~~~~~ ~~ ~­
covered by these health insurance contracts! Some· ype of' 
group insurance covers almost two-fifths of the labor sur-
veyed in Brockton. 
The benefits of the system against loss of wage have been 
taken up in- detail. · .The -~Jd does give financial assistance 
__ > 
and prevents:. a 2rf"sintegration of' the home. Sickness insurance 
makes medical service poss:ible wher~ otherwise there would be 
insufficient filllds to pay for it.· Do the advantages of group 
insurance suffice to advocate its extension to cover all em-
ployees? 
In some c·oncerns the workers themselves furnish all of 
the financial s.:;upport of the insurance plan; in others, the 
executives partially participate in its s;upport. As risk in~ 
CJ?eases with age, the rates for older persons are respectively 
higher than for younger ones. As this insurance, as a rule, 
is offered at a flat· rate for young and old alike depending. 
upon salary groupings, those in charge of the plan naturally 
attempt to kee:p down the average age of the employed force as 
much as possible. s·o the very attempt to protect labor, works 
to the direct disadvantage of the older worker. This factor 
-------------------------------------------------------------
l. Distribution of Costs o'f Sickness in United States 
Page ZB 
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makes for a deadline of employment after the prime of li;fe. 
As the problem of sickness reaches its most serious stage, 
in the advanced years wheh conditions become chronic, the con-
elusion is that industrial group insurance operates as a 
direct menace against the man that needs it most. If all 
active workers were covered by the present type of policy 
sponsored by industrial concernsF the problem of the unem-
ployed only would assume larger proportions and the unproduc-
tive years would become longer. 
INDUSTRIAL PENSIONS 
Industrial Pensions in Brockton are a negligible factor. 
In the entire United States, however, Abraham Epstein estimates 
that -qpproximately 400 concerns employing over 4,000,000 
workers- have a-doptea-a formal pension plan. $50,000,000 a 
_ year is disbursed by industrial concerns in pensions to aged 
l 
employees.- These sc_b.emes generally provide for the retirement 
between the ages of 65 and 70 of employees who have been with 
the firm continuously for 2'0 to 30 years. No obligation is 
recognized toward those who have not been in the service the 
required number of years. As a result the number qualifying 
for :pensions cannot reduce to great extent the arm.v o:f the 
needy aged. 
The most progressive corporations feel that it is an in-
jurious course to the morale of the plant and to industry as 
--~--------------~-----------------------------------------
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a whole to discard an old employee without provisions for his 
declining years. At the ·same time the old and incapacitated 
are drags upon production and undermine the spirit of effi-
ciency. .E:m.ployers nicely side step the issue of either dis-
charging or keeping the older employee, by simply entirely 
dep.ying employment to anyone who may :possibly become old and 
incapacitated before the pa.ssing of the necessary number of 
years which would entitl:e him to retire under their pension 
plan. Thus: a._nother barrier increases the number of unem-
played after middle life. 
Epstein shows the unstabili ty of industrial pensions by .. 
pointing out that after studying the efforts being made by em:-
players to care for some 5 or 6 per cah~ of~ all the- ne.edy aged 
in this country, the conclusion is reached that industrial 
concerns cannot be depended upon to provide for their aged 
workers since they have no assured permanency and take care of 
only a fraction of their employees. In most of these concerns 
there has not been set aside special funds to take care of 
pensions as they fall due but they expect to meet them out of 
operating expenses. This involves serious financial burden. 
11 The Pennsylvania Commission on Old Age Pensions on the 
1 
basis of its findings declared: 
'~This Commiss:ion has come to the conclusion that as pen-
sion obligations are now carried, unless our present business 
prosperity continues without periods of reaction, it is likely 
------------------------------------~------------------------
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that public or charitable agencies will be forced to assume 
the maintenance of many thousands of workers whose employers 
had led them to expect that they would be granted pensions 
in their old age." 
In the long run neither industrial group insurance nor 
an industrial :pension plan serves. the group that is mos·t in 
need--the incapacitated and sick who are facing their declin-
ing years. 
IN.ADEC6UACY OF PUBLIC FACIJ:~ITIES -_"--.. 
At :present, in Brockton all of the industrial medical 
·-~ 
·~ 
service and aid in time of sickness seems to operate directly 
......,. -
for the benefit of the actual worker, -one who would: be more 
apt to have a casual aickness rather than-a chronic illness. 
The chronic group which, roughly, fs synonymous with the older, 
dependent group is limited in its benefits derived from the 
trade union. As this class has little or no income, member-
ship in fraternal orders and lodges cannot be kept up. This 
great mass of former wage-earners who have helped to c:ceate 
the countryrs wealth are face to face with private or public 
charity. 
What are the present means of the state for caring for 
sick, worn-out workers? The almshouse awaits the old and sick 
who have no funds or friends. This class with chronic 
physical ailments are herded with insane, feeble-minded, in-
ebriates and petty criminals. This s,tatement is substanti-
-103- . 
ated by the 1923 United States Census Report on Paupers. Of 
the 78,090 inmates, 2,052 were insane, 12,183 feeble-minded, 
1,066 epileptic, 3,045 blind, 52.4 deaf-mutes and 15,415 
crippled. 
The financing of the almshous,e itself is wasteful. For 
instance~ of every.dollar spent through almshouses in Pennsyl-
vania only 30.5 cents go into actual maintenance while 69.5 
cents go into payment for administrative and plant operative 
1 
expenaes. There are no uniform records of accounting. 
Millions o·f taxpayers t money are being spent without accl:U'ate 
account of actual :cost;··.and ~wJ.tlYQ-ll.t inquiry as to better and 
improved me)l;ods. ·-~-_:.~ 
=~tPresent. expenditures on the depen9,en t aged probably 
--- - ----..... 
amount to- $32 ._50 El:nnually foi' Erie:ty b,~ad-=-of a family in the 
country11 , estimates Mr. Epstein, 11'and the average cost of an 
2 
institutional inmate is at least aver $500 a year." 
Out-door relief is given to persons whose physical con-
di tian does not permit their removal to county homes and t.o 
' 
women with dep:endent children. The Massachusetts f~gures of 
late years showing expenditures for public welfare relief work, 
are striking. In 1925, $1,500,000 had been expended; while 
in 1929 this had jumped to $2,240,000, 26 per cent of the 
3 
latter being used for dependents in the City of Baston. 
Under the Mothers t Aid Law and the Dependents Law this 
-------------------~-----------------------------------------tt 
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3. Taken from a speech by Mr. McCarthy· of Public Welfare 
Department of Ma.s.sachusetts 
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relief has been distributed but it is always inadequate. 
Private organizations .have s u:p:plemented these grants which 
for years were $2 in the s.urnm.er and· $3 in the winter. The 
figure has now been raised to $5 a week to the individual. 
No explanation of the increase in the Publi,c Welfare 
figures ·is attempted, but one..:.fourth of the people in Boston 
over 65 years of age have no income and one-third have no 
l 
:property. Many over 45 have suffered unem:ploYWent,_ and with 
unemployment- there is a close assoc·iation:. with sickness. 
Our :present system of aged relief through :public channels, 
is inadequate and incompetently administered. Society through 
:private agencies such as the Visiting Nurses' .Association-and. 
the clinics of :privately administerea hospitals are making ar 
splendid and valuable attempt to s.erve the chronic _sick, but 
the funds behind these efforts are always insufficient to give 
continued care to all the needful cases. The :present methods 
necessitate a reconsideration and a readjustment, chiefly be-
cause of their evil results upon the coming generation and up-
. on society as a whole.. .Far more important than either the 
money spent on the decrepit aged or the treatment received by 
the old whose hopes of rehabilitatio.n to socie-ty are slight~ 
are the effects of present methods of aged relief upon great 
numbers of the younger wage-earners. The problem of' the in-
capacitated in their unproductive years must be met if indus-
trial inefficiency, in the widest sense, is to be overcome. 
-------------------------------------~----------------------
l. Report of the Ma~saohusetts Public Welfare Department, 
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CHAPTER X 
SUGGESTIONS FOR BETTER HNALTH AND BETTER CARE 
OF THE SICK 
The sugg·estions for the solution of the problem of sick-
ness wil-l be taken up under the following hea.dings: 
l. Organized. health centers. f-o-~ the working 
classes. 
2. Auxiliary Aids: in time of illness. 
a. State Insurance for the Productive 
workers 
b. State Pensions for the Unproductive 
Incapacitated clas:s 
ORGANIZED HEALTH CIDTTERS 
At least a partial solution of the medical problem may 
come through the better organization of both public and pri-
vate facilities that ar·e already at hand. 
Approximately 1, 000,000 persons are employed in the gen-
eral field of medicine and between $5,000,000,000 and 
$lO,OOO,OOO,OOO are invested in buildings and equipment. 
According to the 192:7 Directo17 of the .American Medical 
l 
1. nA. "Fi.ve-Year Program. of Studies n· The Committee on the 
Cost of Medical Care Page 22. 
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Association, there are in the United States 7,610 hospitals 
of which 2.,088 are governmental and 5,522 non~gov.ernmental. 
-The number of "beds in the government hospitals is 533,484 and 
in the non-governmental hospitals 311,993. The governmental 
hospitals are operated "by the federal government, "by the 
states, and "by cities and counties. 
It seems that the facilities are not adequate. That they 
are not, is due in some degree to the failure to study the 
economics of the existing services. Medical expenses shatter 
middle-class "budgets. H.ospi tals run at deficits. Few doctors 
grow rich. At the 1924 annual meeting of the American Medical 
Association its secretary, Olin West, declared, 'tThe one 
great outstanding problem "before the medical profession to-day 
is that involved iJ1. --~he deiivery of adequate, scientific, 
< 
medical service to all the people, rich and poor, _at a cost 
which can "be reasonably met by them in their respective 
1 
s.tations in life. 11 
To deal with the solution of this all-important question, 
a Committee on the Cost of Medical Care has been created. 
This. committee is non-governmental in character and consists 
of six private practitioners of medicine, three representatives 
of the public health field, four representatives of univer-
sities, four economists, and e_1_E}ven other individuals repre-
s.en ting var:iLous institutions, organizations, and the general 
public.. The primary purpose of the committee is to formulate 
------------------------------~----~----------------------·---
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a series of studies on the economic aspects of medical service 
and assign them to various research agencies and individual.s 
~~a_investigated over a period of five years. It is ex-
___ ._ .. 
pected that within this period a sufficient volume of factual 
data. may be procured to point the way to a. more adequate or-
ganiaation of medical services. 
The ultimate questions that this, comm.i ttee has set itself 
t_g,: solve are:: 
l. 
2. 
How can practitioners, equipment, anv· 
technique required in modern medicine 
be utiliz:ed for the !Q:OSt efficient p:r..Q.-
duct!_on £f s~rvice. 
How can general practitioners and j 
speciali s;ts, labora.t ory s;ervices arrd. 
various types of therapy re 11..; lng ex-
pensive equipment e ~s · effectiy~!~ 
Q_~an!_~ed_~~iQ_unii_agenci~~· 
3. How can unit agencies and services, 
both public and private be best co-
ordinated into a well-balanced program 
of preventative and curative medicine. 
Investigation must oe made concerning the factors of s;upply 
and demand, and the pres.ent supply of the different Rin¢\:s of 
services necessary for dealing with various diseases and con-
d;i tions. An indication that organization and mergers have 
ac'tually started to touch the medical field. is exemplified by 
thei.. annonncement of the formation of· the New England Medical 
Center. The institutions behind the project are the trustees 
' ... ,. 
'-. 
" of the Boston Dispensary, the Bos:ton Floating Rospi tal, and 
Tufts College. These three realiz:e that in spite of a remark-
able development in medicine, medical resources are not ac-
I 
I 
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a large proportion of· the people.· The joint pur-
plan is to provide ;more adequate relief for needy 
ck men, women, and children and to train family doctors for 
smaller communities of New England. 
Already plans have been made for the erection of a group 
of buildings in the heart of Boston. When completed, the med-
ical center will consist of a great city dispensary, a modern 
fre~ hospital for babies, classrooms and clinical teaching 
facilities for the trairiing of doctors, 
tory, and x-ray and operating equipment 
a s.cientific labora-
for the us~. oYa,11 
-:_..,..;::.. 
/ 
three. It will combine in one organization, medi(}Ed treatment, 
hos:pi tal work, research, and tea.ching. Th~ct, to be 
carried out at a cost of $1,590,000, wily~l_"ing-together the 
resources of all tb..ree institutio~ i.s in line with-the_ 
modern trend towards bus.iness mergers. 
While the three ins.ti tutions wili--c ontinue -to nia:in tain 
., ___ _ 
their separate identities, they will, in combining, benefit 
by the economy and efficiency resulting from a consolidation 
interests. Duplication of overhead will be avoided. 
boratories, opera.ting rooms, X-Ray IJlant, dining-rooms, 
chen, laundry, power plant, and pharmacy will be shared in 
co:rmtwn at far less cost than would be possible if these services: 
were·. provided separately. The inati tuti ons. will bene:fi t also 
through increased resources for carrying on their own individ-
nal work. Tufts College Medical School will gain increased 
opportun,ities for clinical material. The Boston dispensary 
-------~---------
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will have enlarged opportunity for s:tudy, research and teach-
ing. ~e :Boston Floating Hospital will benefit by securing a 
superior medical staff and extensive scientific research 
facilities. 
The c-linical services of s:uch an organiz,ation will be of 
the utmost importance. The modern trend in caring for people 
of moderate means as well as the poor is through clinics. 
Clinics operated by both public and private agencies have 
1 
grown from approximately 100 in 1900 to 5,700 in 1926. 
At present it is estimated that in the larger cities 20 
2 
to 25.per cent of the sick population are cared for in clinics. 
For the most part, these are people who are receiving medical 
care free, or at a mere nominal charge. 
Clinics with a new tj-pe of !llanagem~rft are_ entering the. 
=-,_-~ 
field; these are pay ·clinics. An evening pay clinic, the first' 
to be es.tablished in the country, is co]l.duct~d at the Boston 
Dispensary. This institution also.has another interesting in-
novation in its food-clinic, promoting health by supervising 
The pay clin:i.cs are a significant experiment. Through the 
' id:ea of group medicine they promise to furnish a solution for 
ambulatory patients in the moderate class.. Through a pooling 
of facilities specialized treatment can be rendered at lowest 
costs.. 
Free clinics are similar to charity and pauperizing in 
---------:----------,-------------- ___ , ___ ------------------------
1. 
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their effect; the :pay clinic is thoroughly in accord with 
American ideals. Dr. Ra:p:pleye of: New Haven s.ays that aoout 
.------l.__G/per cent of the ill use hos:p-itals, out that 50 to 70 per 1 
cent of the hospital facilities are for ward patients. 
These patients pay what they can toward the cost of hospital 
care and receive all their :professional care free of charge. 
The hospital should "be looked upon as an institution for the 
:public service; neither a charity nor a hotel run at luxury 
levels. It is true that the hos:pi tal began as a charity, out 
now it should adjus-t itself to the ec-~p:omic status of the 
:people in the m~Jority,-.. the :people o:f moderate means. 
Dr. Frank ln-. .Chapman, Director of the Mr; Sinai Hos:pi tal, 
-- -
Cleveland, s;ayiir; 11 :Lt is- neces.sary -for both the hos:pi tal and 
phys.ician to establish a. new conception of service, the ser-
vice to part-pay patients, a large group of self-respecting 
individuals whose financial capacity is. inadeq_ua.te to meet the 
2 
present d.ay cost of illness. tt 
This group of semi-private patients will fill the gap oe~ 
tween the private patient :paying more than cost charges and 
ward patient :paying little or nothing. A maximum rate 
· pir'evci.il for the middle class group and adjustments from 
that rate may be made by the admitting office after financial 
has been established. 
M. Dav·is connected with The .Tulius Rosenwald 
ests that we try to a.dminister a sliding 
---------------------------------------
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' 
scale skillfully and scientifically. The hospital can help by 
arranging for payment of bills in installments or by some de-
ferred payment plan. It would be an advantage if doctorst 
fees, hospital charges, and extras could be combined in .one 
! , total bill, terms to be adjusted with the paying ability of 
·i 
;! 
the patient in mind. Of cours.e, arrangements of this sort 
must be cooperative and reached by mutual agreement. 
It has become evident to the trus;tees and staff of the 
Massachusetts General H~ospi ta:L that_ b~th the hospital and staff 
must make certain _c on·cessions. Through the generosity of 
friends., the hc)spi tal. now -assignf? the ]3_~ker Memorial to the 
care of persons of moderate m-eans~ Thi·.S has:accommodations 
for 300 patients with the entire service supplied at cost, not 
including interest on the investment.. The siz-.e of this hos-
pi tal is such as to keep the per capita cost at the minimum. 
The members of the ataff have limited their charges to 
;----· 
pa~tients in this building. This is an indication that a 
pra.ctical start has been made to try to fit the sickness. bill 
to the budget if the budget cannot fit the sickness bill. 
AUXILIARY AIDS IN TIME OF ILLNESS 
-, If in the future doctors' bills are to be paid, pay 
clinics ar~ to supercede free clinics, and semi-private hos-
p.i tal patients are to replace ward patients.J the wherewithal 
must be furnished to meet these changed conditions. It is im-
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:possible to consider rais;ing the general level of wages or 
removing the barriers to savings. Insurance,· however, would 
cover the risk if such insurance were generally available at 
reasonable cost. Individual insurance against sicknes.s and 
casualties can be bought, but its. cost is :prohibitive to the 
person of moderate means. There have been widespread efforts 
to insure against siclmess as its importance as a cause of 
:poverty is recognized, but the efforts always have been in-
adequate. Industrial group insurance has been shown to be 
against the best interests of the wor.ker in the long run. 
A remedy could be, however, found in state insurance 
against sickness. The elimination of :profit is the big ad-
vantage of this form of insurance. If the industrial group 
insurance of :private companies were abando,ned -and industrial-
ists were to sell state insurance -through -their companies to 
employees, costs could be reduced far below their :present 
figures. In fac·t, if the great majority oi-workers· were-~;old 
the idea and encouraged in carrying the state protection, costs 
would approach a minimum. 
The American Ass.ociation of Labor Legislation has 
sponsored the cause with all its resources. Opposition, though, 
has come from the two largest industrial insurance companies, 
the :.American Medical Ass:ociation and the American Federation 
" l 
of Labor. The motives of the first two are obvious and under-
standa.ble. The opposition of the Federation of Labor probably 
was based on the belief that state sickness insurance would re-
---------------------------------------------------~---------
1. The New Republic, June 26, 1929 '~The Cost of Medical Car ell: 
A. Hamilton, M.D. Page 154 
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mQv·e one of the reasons for membership in trade unions, but 
Dr. Hamilton of the Harvard Public Health School, mentions 
that the success of sickness insurance in .England has not 
weakened ?- trade union movement far stronger than in the 
United s:tates. 
The United States is the most backward among modern 
1 
nations in the f'ield of' insurance. Some European states 
have established voluntary health insurance paying cash bene-
fits, while others have established compulsory health insur-
ance paying cash benefits and providing medic~l care. Group 
medicine, particularly in diagnosis, has been ol'fered at -cost----.-
:to ·those able to pay a moderate charge_.=' nr:·-Hamilton also 
. -~ 
points out that lack of accurate data and _the individualism 
of the America?, factors which some consider as making s.i_ck-: · --~ _ 
ness insurance impossible, wer·e quite as prominent in England 
as; in this country yet England has carried the system through 
with success. 
A plan of state health insurance bought through the em-
playing company by the workers would not solve the problem 
of the medical care required by their families. If the wage-
earners were not sick, however, the family purse should be 
adequate to care for the casual sick members provided the 
organized health centers of the future were accessible. The 
problem of the chronic sick, however, has n.eed of a definite 
solution to be met in a different way. 
------------------------~~-----------------------------------
1. Journal .American Medical Asso·cia tion, November 17,1928 
D. C. O'Neil, M~D. Eage 1516 
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State Pensions for the U!!J?.~d.U£!iv~.!_I:gq_a:Q:acit§:1ed~Q..lass 
The problem of the chronic sick is largely one of de-
pendency after the years of productivity are over, and the 
wage-earner has prematurely dro.pped from the wage-earning to 
the non-wage-earning class. Some of the leaders of industry 
sense no res:ponsibili ty toward the worn-out human machine; 
others have inaugurated a system of industrial pensions, bT!lit 
these lack :permanency and through their restrictions only 
cover a very small percentage of labor in the United States. 
Some type of protection is needed. The assurance of pro-
tection in old age and the avoidance of the poorhouse have a 
great effect upon indu:?trial efficiency. A high degree of 
efficiency can be obtained only when one is possessed of a 
mind that is hopeful and more or less contented. The re- ,--
actions of mind upon body, in terms Of industrial efficiency, 
can hardly be over-emphas.ized. But as long as the worker is 
left to grope with the problems of old age individua.lly, the 
wage-earner--especially the mid~le-aged worker--can harr'dly 
be expected to maintain a happy state of mind. The individual 
· employer may avoid this loss because of inefficiency by re-
fusing employment to older workers, but the detrimental ef~ect 
of.such a policy upon national productivity is obvious. 
· Protection might be obtained through several methods. 
First, there is voluntary insurance supplied through private 
organizations such as fraternal orders, trade unions, and the 
above-mentioned, industrial corporations. Individual insurance 
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also falls in this group. The inadequacy of these plan:s has 
"been suggested. Then there is: voluntary insurance under 
public administration. Massachusetts can be cited as an ex-
ample of the government selling annuities and insurance at 
low rates. After almost 2·0 years existence of the Mascsachu .... 
setts experiment only about 500 persons have taken advantage 
l 
of this: form of insurance. The chief reason in favor of 
voluntary insurance is its encouragement of thrift and the 
maintenance of the self-respect of the "beneficiaries, out the 
idea certainly seems to la_ck popularity. 
S"econd, a plan of compulsory contributions from pay de-
ductions might be followed. The federal employees now have 
this type of contributory pension system. In the inauguration 
of this project, however, this.system would not take care of 
the class alrea.dy past its productive years and without any 
possibility-of a wage. At the outset the group needing the 
pension would not be· served. 
Third, there is the gratuitous government pension which 
seems to be the only type capable of meeting the situation. 
Through legislation alone can the needs of all the sick and 
eedy aged who have contributed their share towards the welfare 
of this Nation "be met adequately. These people should "be 
taken care of by a straight non-contributory pension law 
perhaps in later years. by a contributory system. 
Old age pension bills in the Federal Congress' so far have 
l.. ""The Challenge of the Aged 11 A. Epstein Page 209 
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not met with much success, out replying to a recent ques·tion-
naire, an overwhelming majority of Representatives favored 
social protection for the aged poor. They "backed a proposal 
for a study and investigation of the problem by a Federal 
1 
commission or a joint Congressional Committee. 
The various states have made considerable progress since 
the suoject "became a puolic issue in this country. In the 
last ten yea.rs not only were "bills. introduced in practically 
all of the state legislatures, out many states have created 
commissions to study the subject of old age dependency and 
2 
pensions· .. Montana and Wisconsin have "been operating under a 
pens:ion law for some time. Utah has passed. a pens~ on }~aw. 
Governor Roosevelt of New York has just signed the State old-
age pension bill. California recently abolished the poorhouse 
and has substituted for the aged poor state aid ranging from 
$10 to $30 a month. To get this stipend one must oe seventy 
years of age or over and a resident of CaJLifornia for the past 
l5 years. Persons with children as a means of support are not 
eligible. The "beneficiary may own a little home worth not 
more than $3,000. 
The .American Association for Old Age Security is working 
constantly for government provision, and the American Federa-
tion of Labor has declared itself for pensions since 1907. 
Old:age-security has taken enormous strides in the last decade, 
but it finds that it must fight the animosity of those who 
----------------~-----------------------------~--------------
l ~ N·ew York Times, April 7, 1930 
2. n·The Challenge of' the Aged 11 A. Epstein Page 262 
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opposed worknen "s compensation, child labor, and all social 
legislation. 
An old-age pension law is not f'ar distant in Massachu-
setts. In 192"8 a "bill introduced "by the .American Federation 
of Labor passed the House and came -vvithin four votes of win-
ning in the Sena ..te. In this &tate the trade unions are in 
favor of a pension law adm,inistered by a commis.s:ion of three; 
one of those to "be a member of· the Public Welfare Committee. 
The Massachusetts Committee on Old Age Security rec.ently 
submitted one of the most adaptable bills to the State 
1 
Legislative Committee on Pensions. The bill provides for the 
esta"blisbm.ent of a sys.tem of non-contributory, old-age pensions 
within the State Department of Public Welfare and the creation 
of local old-age pension "boards in cities and towns. 
"bill stipulates $1.00 a day in the ordinaty cases a11d would_::.:_. 
~r --~-
leave it to the discretion of the pens-ion~~officials to in-
crease the amount in extreme cases. If a p·erson ha:.-s any. in~:.:­
come at all, that amount would "be included in the making up uf 
the $1.00 a d.ay which is absolutely necessary to live. The 
recommendation was made that the "boards of public welfare have 
charge of the administration of the old-age pensi·on system, 
for they now have the machinery and can furnish the service 
which is so necessary to those in old age. The "bill further 
provides that only those persons above 65 years of age who 
have lived in Massachusetts for the 15 years immediately pre-
ceding would be eligible for the old-age payments. 
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The relief should not only be in the form of financial 
as·sistanc·e; the important factors are treatment, care and ser-
vice. In a recent speech, Mr. McCarthy of the Massachusetts 
Public Welfare Department, stated that a.t least 25 per cent of 
the dependent aged are chronic cases in which the individuals 
are unable to take care of themselves. At present there is no 
alter:r,tative for them but the almshouse. This situation shows 
that the law for pensions should be framed in a flexible 
manner. Seven dollars a week is not adequate for the one-
fourth of the age~ group who require nursing and medical 
attention __ • 
~' -The=-~Goverpor o·f-1\[ass.achusetts suggested in his last in-
·..:: 
augural address that the.J?ublic Welfare Department work with 
·.:~~the _PubJ::i;c_ IrE[;ilth ~Department in determining a method of care 
.,_--- - ~·' ... -~ ' '~ 
-for the-~<:reperident chronics. In order to ascertain the health 
conditions of those 65 years or over, a. field survey Sihould 
be made. Only in that way could actual diseases and c m di-
tions be checked and the ec:onomic status taken into consider-
a.tion. Possibly the chronic· s·ick are cared for to the best 
advantage in their homes; but again, more institutions along 
the lines of sani ta.riums may be needed to care for thos:e with 
various chronic illnesses. One thing is su~e, in this day of 
e:t+ligh~~ent chronic :patients should not be in almshouses 
where, to say the least, medical service is of a doubtful 
character. 
Chronic disease should always be regarded as amenable to 
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control measures, and efforts· should be made to overcome it or 
care for it in an intelligent manner. 
The question of cost is thought of simultaneously with a 
general system of pensions having a flexible clause for the 
sick. No constructive system of pensions would require a. 
much greater outlay than is already being expended. Main-
terrance of almshouses would be abolished, savings would be 
made to industrial concerns now giving pensions, and relatives 
of dependents would be relieved partially of· the burden of 
support. 
l 
The states-~vv-i th:Pension ~~_ans show saving. Wisconsin 
- ..... 
-
has spent an average of $230.40 yearly- for each pensioner 
,---:--- . 
under th'e new system, contrasj;J~d .,llli·th f290.46 yearly under the 
. -- --- -- - --- "' --
~-;:.:.__-. ~-
almshouse plan.~-,~Mont:ane. has spent1192_.9;3 yearly under the 
pension plan, while formerly it spent $791.80 yearly for each 
inmate under the almshouse plan. After three and one-half 
years Montana has less than 2 per 100 of the total population 
pensioned. The per capita tax on ea.ch citizen has been ap-
proximately $.28 a. year. 
The appropr·iations for pensions would have to be raised 
through taxation. A direc:t tax seems the most favorable way 
o financing an old-age pension. A tax on real estate would 
rai~e rents substantially while a tax on business would help 
to cr-eate nnemployment. Inheritance taxes already are severe. 
--..~,-
The suggestion has been.made to levy a direct poll tax of 
two ($2.00) dollars a year and one-half per cent income tax to 
-------------------------------------------------------------
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make up the balance. The Mayor of Boston asks: that the 
gasoline tax be increased from two to three cents for old-age 
1 
pensions. He e_S'timates that if one-half of the additional 
revenue, derived from an increase of a cent in the gasoline 
tax, were set aside for 2-5 years, millions of dollars would: 
accumulate to'handle old-age pensions in the future. If the 
whole cent were set aside the accumulation, of course, would 
be much greater. 
Disregarding the minor details of the type of plan de-
cided upon, a readjustment should be hastened. It is not 
complimentary that the United States should be classified 
with China and il~dia as the only populous countries withont 
2 
any form of constructive care of the aged. 
A recapitulation of the chief points of this study 
follows: 
1. The aspects of sickness are economic and social as 
well as industrial or medical, and all phases of 
life are affected. 
2. Almost one out of every ten people admit chronic 
dis.eas es. This means that there are 500,000 
chronically sick in Massachusetts alone. Of 
people 50 years of age and over, 26 per cent ad-
mit chronic disease. One third of these are 
under no treatment whatsoever .3') 
3. .Among wage-earners 64 per c_ent lose no time from 
work. Those that lose time, lose heavily, on an 
average of 5.27 months a year. 'rhese people soon 
fall into the permanently non-wage-earning group. 
4. Industry is making inc1"easingly heavy demands 
---------------------~---------------------------------------
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upon the health of workers and discarding them 
for younger men and women. Employers in small, 
home-owned concerns where the personal touch is 
s.trong, keep employees longer. 
5. Industrial clinics, group insurance, or indus-
trial pensions do not serve the class that needs 
aid most acutely, the chronic, worn-out workers. 
6. The needy aged are now cared for by a hit-or-miss 
method of part-public and part-private charity. 
The Visiting Nurse Association is outstanding in 
the care that it gives the chronic sick. 
7. There is a growing feeling that some orderly and 
systema.tic method should replace :present customs 
for the totally dependent, chronic sick and aged; 
aid will come through social legislature. 
8. The trend in health work is toward mergers and 
better organiz:a.tion of :present facilities. Health 
centers of both a ':private and a :public nature 
will give instrw;:tion on health, disease preven-
tion, and hygiene. The :pay clinic is a signifi-
cant innovation. 
9. State insurance could advantageoui;H.y replace 
group insurance. · 
10. The duty of industry is to give labor adequate 
wages for decent housing, sanitation and 
. nourishment. Industries should conduct regular 
_phys-ical health exam~nations for all workers. 
11. Efforts of :private indus-tries should be combined 
with those of the government on research pro-
jects for the discovery of the causation and 
remedies. for disease. Only in this way can the 
roots of illness causing inefficiency in business 
be wiped out., 
12. All mus.t work together in the solution of sick-
ness problems, but the maintenance of a worker's 
health rests primarily on himself. He must be 
stimulated to care for his own interests. 
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